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Compaction of a horizontal microprogram is an attempt to

exploit fully the parallelism permitted by a given algorithm and data

processing structure in order to produce a short microprogram. B oth

viewpoints of the problem: the local compaction viewpoint which

deals with compaction within a straight-line segment, or a basic
block; and the global compaction viewpoint which deals with

compaction across basic blocks are explored. This dissertation is

presented as a c o m posite of three papers addressing these

viewpoints.

The first paper models the interactions of data dependencies

with resource limitations in a manner which allows the designer to

select the compaction algorithm best suited to the problem

architecture and design goals. A comp o site graph model of the

problem is shown to support a range of local compaction models and

methods. Optimal solution searches and faster heuristic-based



compactions are supported by the composite graph.

The second paper describes a global compaction technique

called KLITS, which is a heuristic iteration of microoperati on
movements. This technique can accommodate any of several mea-

sures of optimization, and retains the block structure of the original.

KLITS searches for globally profitable sequences of rnicrooperation

movements even when the first few movements of some sequences

do not yield immediate profit. Performance on some previously

published example microprograms is encouraging.

The third paper describes tests of the KLITS algorithm. Micro-

programs are modelled as pseudo-microprograms. Both pseudo-

microprogram generation and KLITS global compaction are imple-

mented. For each pseudo-microprogram generated, both local

compaction and the KLITS global compaction technique are applied.

As the number of basic blocks in a pseudo-microprogram
increases, the pseudo-microprogram compacted by the KLITS algo-

rithm increasingly becomes more compact than one compacted by

local compaction. The experiments also suggest that the compaction

time grows slowly enough for the algorithm to be used practically.
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INTEGRATED LOCAL AND GLOBAL MICROPROGRAM
REDUCTION

Chapter I Introduction

In this dissertation, we address the problem of microprogram

compaction from both local and global viewpoints. The dissertation

is organized as a composite of three papers.

The first paper explains the relationship of two parts of the
problem of local microprogram reduction. The compaction problem

is the production of a small, horizontal coding for a microprogram, or

a subblock, which has no internal entries or conditional branches.

The two parts of the problem which need integration are satisfying

the two categories of constraints. The semantics of the microprogram

induce a partial order or dependency which limits the order in which

component microoperations may be coded. The limited data path

resources available to act out the microoperations further constrain

the simultaneity of microoperations. The dependencies and resource

liMits both act to limit from below the ultimate length of the

compacted microprogram.
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The usefulness of this exposition is not limited to one algorithm

or one application. The internal structure of a microprogram basic

block is explained as induced by the constraints. Furthermore, a

model is shown which can support the formation of a compact
microprogram. Because of the computational complexity of the

problem of searching for a best compaction, and because different

applications might require different cost tradeoffs among the length

and width parameters, choice of a single best compaction algorithm

for applications is outside the scope of the present paper.

In the second paper, the global compaction problem is

discussed. Global compaction has been recognized as a major issue in

microprogram optimization. One of the most noticeable techniques is

Fisher's trace scheduling [FISH79], [FISH81]. However, Fisher's trace

scheduling has been criticized for the growth, in the worst case
exponential, of memory size due to intensive copying of blocks. Also,

trace scheduling usually changes the topological structure of blocks,

causing the compacted microprogram to be difficult to debug.

A microprogram can be compacted globally by moving micro-

operations, sometimes past basic block boundaries. The topological

structure of blocks can be easily controlled and preserved. The

growth of memory size can be monitored by the programmer.

However, "...to find a sequence of very profitable moves,
one often has to go through an initial sequence of moves
which are either not profitable, or, worse still, actually
make the code longer. Locating such a sequence involves
abandoning attempts to prune this expensive search tree"
[FISH81].
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The Kernighan-Lin Partitioning Algorithm, which embodies an

optimization strategy that may take "bad" steps (i.e. produce imme-

diate losses) if they will lead to an overall gain later, is described in

[ULLM84]. "This algorithm takes time that, experimentally, has been

found to grow far more slowly than an exponential" [ULLM84].

A global compaction technique with a similar strategy and the

concept of microoperation movement as its kernel, is presented. This

technique can accommodate any of several measures of optimization

(e.g. the average execution time, the total length of the micropro-
gram). With this technique, the programmer has the ability to

control the growth of the memory and the changing of topological
structure. An heuristic evaluation function is implemented and used

to demonstrated the effectiveness of the technique for reducing the
total microprogram length.

In the third paper, the KLITS algorithm is implemented for

testing on large amounts of microprograms to better understand its

behavior. In order to test the KLITS algorithm on large amounts of

microprogram some kind of automatic generation of vertical micro-

programs is essential. The "microprogram" generated does not need

to be a real microprogram, it only needs those characteristics of a

real microprogram actually used by compactions. For example, the

compaction does not need the specific functions of each microopera-

tion, but the compaction must be able to determine data

dependencies and resource constraints among microoperations. A

microprogram generated in the experiment is called a pseud o-
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microprogram, or PMP. The process of generating a pseudo-micro-

program is divided into two parts: the basic block structure genera-

tion, and the pseudo-microoperation or PMO generation.

After PMPs are generated, both local compaction (list schedul-

ing) and the KLITS algorithm are used to compact them. The results

of both compaction are compared and studied.
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Chapter II Integrated Constraints in Local Microprogram

Abstract

Compaction of a horizontal microprogram is an attempt to

exploit fully the parallelism permitted by a given algorithm and data

processing structure in order to produce a short microprogram. For a

straight-line segment, this paper models the interactions of the data

dependencies of the given program with the resource limitations of

the data path in a manner which allows the designer to select the

compaction algorithm best suited to the problem architecture and
design goals.

A composite graph model of the problem is shown to support a

range of local compaction models and methods. Optimal solutions

based on simplified models are seen to be searches among ways to

form microprograms from the composite graph. Faster compactions

and more complicated models are supported by heuristic-based

selection of microprograms.
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1. Introduction

This paper explains the relationship of two parts of the

problem of local microprogram reduction. The compaction problem

is the production of a small, horizontal coding for a microprogram, or

a basic block, which has no internal entries or conditional branches.

The two parts of the problem which need integration are satisfying

the two categories of constraints. The semantics of the microprogram

induce a partial order or dependency which limits the order in which

component microoperations may be coded. The limited data path

resources available to act out the microoperations further constrain

the simultaneity of microoperations. The dependencies and resource

limits both act to limit from below the ultimate length of the
compacted microprogram.

The usefulness of this exposition is not limited to one algorithm

or one application. The internal structure of a microprogram basic

block is explained as induced by the constraints. Furthermore, a

model is shown which can support the formation of a compact
microprogram. Because of the computational complexity of the

problem of searching for a best compaction, and because different

applications might require different cost tradeoffs among the length

and width parameters, choice of a single best compaction algorithm

for applications is outside the scope of the present paper.
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Furthermore, the present work is useful beyond just local

compaction of interpretive code from a control store. Of course, the

basic blocks of a microprogram may be compacted according to the

structure uncovered here. Local compaction can play an important

role as a component of global compaction, too. But the basic notion of

a microprogram block which is compact in length applies whether or

not the control is implemented as a microprogram consisting of

stored microinstructions. Thus, the compaction described here could

equally correspond to the problem of creating a compact control
packet, balancing the placement of microoperation-like control

signals in sequence with the multiplicity of resources chosen for the
data path. For example, the design of the control of a RISC-style
machine is describable in this manner.

The next section defines the terminology of the problem.
Section 3 identifies the categories of constraints, and summarizes
their effects by describing how previous work has dealt with

separate phases of microprogram reduction. Section 4 defines how
the constraints influence the structure of a given microprogram.

Section 5 presents a composition model; from consideration of the
constraint structure, a microprogram can be chosen to meet these
constraints. Section 5 also shows an example where the composition

model allows an optimum compaction. Section 6 is a summary, with

concluding remarks.
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2. Basic terminology

2.1. Microprograms

A microprogram directly controls a set of hardware resources

organized to process data, and many higher levels of system

organization depend on the microprogram for efficiency of

implementation. It is often worthwhile to spend some considerable

design effort optimizing the microprogram.

The hardware the microprogram controls will herein be called

the data path. A typical application may have a data path organized

around a few data operators such as ALUs, shifters, incrementers,
counters, multiplexers, register and register banks, busses and

buffers. We will consider designing a compact microprogram for a

fixed algorithm on a fixed data path.

The required control for such a data path will be the appro-

priate sequence of patterns of control signals to select, gate, and clock

the flow of data throughout the data path. For purposes of this
paper, we will refer to the smallest unit of control signal as a

mi cr o or d er. Our design unit will be the smallest bundle of

microorders which must be scheduled together. Such a bundle is a

microoperation (MO). We will assume a clocked sequence of sets of

MOs which each act in one clock period. Thus an MO may be a simple
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command to increment a counter or complement a register, or it may

be a register-transfer level operation to fetch two operands from

registers, perform a data operation (such as subtract) and save the

result in another register during the appropriate phases of a clock

cycle.

The set of MOs which occur together during a control period

comprise a microinstruction (MI). In the case that a microinstruction

is fetched from a control store, the sequence control (opcode and

address functions) will be treated similarly to the control of the data

path, and it is considered itself to be effected by MOs. Thus the

general idea of a microinstruction applies whether the MI is fetched

from a control store, or is generated by some means such as a

clocked sequence generator.

A microprogram (MP) is a sequence of microinstructions. If the

MIs of a microprogram are (M1,M2,...), then each MI is a subset of all

the MO types {a,b,c,...) in the MP. If the same microoperation appears

in more than one MI, we may identify the separate appearances of

the same signal by numbering the different instances of the same MO

type: al,a2,a3, bl,b2, ... If the microprogram includes conditional

jumps, then different control paths through the MP may be followed,

depending on data values. A basic block is a longest section of a

microprogram with one entry point and one exit point; each MP can

be partitioned into a set of basic blocks, and the flow of control in the

microprogram can follow a complex path among the basic blocks.
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The problem is to construct a microprogram which is efficient

in some regard. For now, we focus on the length of each basic block.

2.2. Example

The example presented here is to illustrate some of the defini-

tions mentioned in previous section. The section of the micropro-

gram listed in this example will also be used later to demonstrate

local compaction techniques.

ffi

111:12 ijitilITI:117 ComplementorInc ntor

IE II E
INCIIIIIKIMIIIIE

II IE II I B3 Adder

mr:
ffi

Logical Operator

E6

Figure II.1 . Example of a data path

From the architecture of a hypothetical data path as shown in

Figure II. 1 , the resources of the machine are:

1) seven registers R 1 -R7,

2) six buses B1 -B6,



3) one incrementor,

4) one complementor,

5) one adder, and

6) one logical operator (AND, OR, XOR)

A basic block of a possible microprogram is shown below.

MO's Operation
Name

Resource
Usage

Comments

11

a R1<--R2 AND R3 B4, B5, B6 Logical Op-
and the erator per-
Logical froms A N D
Operator operation

b R4<--R4' Bl, B3 and Complement
the Com- R4
plementor

R4<--R4++ Bl, B3, and Increment R4
the Incre- by one (MO b
mentor and MO c to-

gether per-
from two's
complement
on R4)

d R5<--R1+R4 Bl, B2, B3 Subtract the
and the original value
Adder of R4 in MO c

from R1

e R1<--R5++ Bl, B3 and Increment
the Incre- the result and
mentor store it in R1

f R4<--R5 B3 Store the
result in R4
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g R6<--R2+R7 Bl, B2, B3 Add R2 and
and the R7 and store
Adder the result in

R6

h R7<--O None Clear R7

2.3. Local and global reduction

Two major properties which distinguish horizontal micro-

program optimization from conventional program optimization are

concurrency of microoperations and allocation of microprogram

resources [TSUC76]. A compact horizontal microprogram must be

"semantically equivalent" to the original microprogram in the sense

that both have to produce the same output when given the same
input.

It has been traditional to work on two aspects of MP reduction

separately [LAND80] : Reduction of the length of a basic block (local

compaction), and reduction of a measure of the length, or time of

execution, of the global MP. The techniques and concepts addressed

in this paper apply to local reduction: that is, to reduction of a basic

block. Optimization of the overall microprogram, comprised of a

network of basic blocks connected by microprogram control transfers

(conditional jumps), is addressed in a separate paper. One useful

step in global compaction is to compact one, or each of a set of, basic

blocks. One approach to global compaction is to conduct a number of
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manipulations of the MP, changing the compositions of basic blocks

and compacting them.

Previous work on microprogram basic block compaction has

proceeded to establish a microprogram structure by separately

applying one constraint (i.e., the critical precedence ordering) and the

other constraint (i.e., resource conflict). Separating the problem into

two distinct phases allows sequential application of distinct

algorithms, but prevents exploiting tradeoffs across boundaries of

the phases of the problem. The approach in this paper integrates the

two phases of constraint calculations, precedence and resource usage,

and proceeds by describing the characteristics of an ordered

partition which satisfies both types of constraints and their

interaction.

As described later in this section, from a given microprogram

or other specification, we have the partial order relation of

precedence or data dependency, and the relation of resource conflict

(for 1 copy of each resource, this relation is binary and symmetric).

The required partial ordering of component microoperation instances

forces some minimum separation of MOs even in a horizontal

microprogram. In addition, limited facilities or resources in the data

path architecture tend to further lengthen the microprogram when

microoperations which otherwise could proceed together, must

instead be scheduled serially in order to avoid conflict over the use

of a resource which each requires.
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Each microprogram can be regarded as an ordered partition of

the microoperations,

P = ( Ml, M2,

where each block Mj is a microinstruction, and the microinstruction

containing a given microoperation instance, x, is denoted M(x).

Packing the microinstructions into a microprogram requires that we

satisfy, for each pair of microoperations x and y:

1. precedence: If x y, x precedes y in the prece-

dence relation, then M(x) G M(y), the block of the

microprogram containing x precedes the block

containing y.

2. resource limits: If x and y conflict in the usage of a

resource, then x and y do not appear in the same
microinstruction block Mj.

3. interactions: Microoperations are assigned to

microinstructions so that neither constraint is

violated.

2.4. Data dependency

Definition: MO j is data dependent on (or dependent on) MO i if

i must be executed before j in order to preserve data integrity.

The data dependence partial order of MO instances is the

transitive extension of pairwise direct dependence. If a micro-
program is given as a sequence of operations (typically, highly
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vertical), direct dependence is usually determinable by calculations
on the input, or read set, Ii, and the output, or write set, 0i, of the

data used by each MO i. If j follows i in the given sequence, then we

say there exists an ordering hazard if any one of the following three

pairs has a nonzero intersection:

1) Oi and Ij ("read after write," or RAW hazard),

2) Ii and Oi ("write after read," or WAR hazard),

3) Oi and Oi ("write after write," or WAW hazard),

Whether or not a hazard constitutes a constraint on the

sequencing or concurrency of the MOs involved depends upon the

semantics of the program. For example, some or all of the values of
Oi and Oi may be irrelevant to the algorithm (unused outputs or side

effects). In considering the local compaction problem, we will

usually assume that the hazards and their associate semantics have

been translated into dependencies. In some places, the methods or

the alternative results will make a difference.

In a RAW hazard, if j is executed before i, the only way it can

have the right values in its input set is if some operations other than

i have left them in the proper state. This semantic condition is only

detectable by analyzing the values involved, whether by t h e

techniques of constant unfolding or by symbolic execution with
variable values [VEGD82]. We will exclude the corresponding

semantic transformation, as others have, from the local compaction

problem. Thus, each RAW hazard corresponds to a sequencing con-

straint; i before j.
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Unless they happen to involve equivalent values, switching the

order of i and j in the case of a WAR hazard could force i to read a
value in Ii that was set by the write of 0i, giving an invalid result.

A WAW hazard also is a constraint only if the values are
different (assumed through lack of contrary knowledge, as for RAW).
Even so, the "write" of Oi and all of its reads or uses must be
complete either before the usage by 0i, or after all the reads of

Unless the "write" value of O. is not used, violating the MO order, i

before j, for a WAW hazard may change the program result.

The most usual model of local compaction makes j data depen-

dent on i if i occurs before j in the vertically coded specification of

the microprogram, and if any one of the hazards exists. Another

interpretation, which allows more opportunity for concurrency,

treats a RAW hazard as a data dependency and WAW and WAR
hazards as "antidependencies" [VEGD82].

Depending on the particular application of microprogram

reduction, the data dependence may be required to be derived from
such Ii/ O i usage, or from some other ordering requirements.

Alternatively, the partial ordering may be given as a fully described

precedence relation. In any event, in most of the following the
relation will be assumed known as one of the forms of constraints on

allowable schedules of MOs.
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Some subtler sequential constraints among MOs have been
noted. Sometimes, due to the relative phasing of read and write

actions within a clock period, we can say that one MO must be in a

period later than or equal to another. In some designs, there may be

multiple signals which need be scheduled in the same MO time.

Fortunately, these variety of detailed requirements can generally be

accommodated by grouping together as one MO a bundle of coupled

control signals [LAND80]. We will proceed assuming that a partial

order characterizes the sequencing constraint.

Definition: Two microoperations are parallel executable if there

is no data dependency between them.

2.5. Resource usage

Each MO may require the use of one or more resource in the

data path, such as an adder, a shifter, a bus or a register. For some

means of analysis and scheduling, it is convenient to distinguish

among transient uses of a resource (such as a bus with no memory)

and resident uses of a resource (such as setting a flag or storage in a

register). A set of MOs cannot be executed concurrently if they
require more resources than are available in the hardware; such a
set are said to have a resource conflict.
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More complex hardware interaction will be ignored in the

following. For example, a few microinstructions may need to be
scheduled in some fixed relative order because of interactions

through the hardware; a floating point operation may have a side

effect which another MO must handle some fixed number of MI
times later. Such tight coupling will be here simplistically assumed

to be accounted for by replacing the tightly coupled set by a

representative of the bundle, to be scheduled as a single MO.

Two parallel executable microoperations may be executed

simultaneously if they have no resource conflict [RAMA74].

Definition: A horizontal microprogram is a sequence of sets of

microoperations, called microinstructions, such that:

1) Each microoperation is a member of exactly one set;

2) The microoperations in the same set are parallel

executable and have no resource conflict;
3) If MOi is in the set S, all microoperations which are

dependent on MOi must be in the sets following S in

the sequence.

3. Local Compaction

Most published previous works on microprogram improvement

center on reports of algorithms or programs to reduce the length of a
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microprogram. These action-oriented descriptions often concentrate

more on procedures than on models of the microprogram structure.

Most of the work done in solving the local compaction problem can

be divided into two classes. The first class comprises algorithms

which always find the optimal solution. Because the local compaction

problem is an NP hard problem [VEGD82], the time required to find

the optimal solution, in the worst case, grows exponentially with the

number of microoperations being compacted. Therefore, algorithms

which intend to find the optimal solution are not appropriate for use

on large basic blocks.

The second class of methods for local compaction are ones

which might not find the optimal solution. These algorithms use

some kind of heuristic techniques which, although they can not be

guaranteed to find the optimal solution for all problems, find close to

the optimal solution in reasonable time for most expected problems.

3.1. Exhaustive local compaction

Exhaustive search methods for finding the best of all combi-

nations form some of the earliest and some of the most recent
references. Apparently the first report on the microcode compaction

problem is by Astopas and Plukas [ASTON 1]. They calculate all

possible microprograms which preserve the data dependency

relation; then they select the shortest one which has no resource

conflict.
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This method is improved by Yau, Schowe, and Tsuchiya
[YAU74]. The paper describe a branch and bound algorithm that

guarantees an optimal solution. The cost of the algorithm is an

exponential function of the number of microoperations to be opti-

mized. The branch and bound algorithms apply the branch and

bound technique to a search of a tree of all the possible MI orderings.

A branch of the tree is pruned and the search down it stopped, when

it is discovered that every possible microprogram length resulting

from the current path will be longer than a previously discovered

solution, or current least upper bound.

Landskov characterized the general exhaustive search method

in a manner that was used by others later to describe refinements
[LAND80]. In this formulation, the optimum compaction is found by

searching a tree of possible microinstructions. At any point in the

tree, a set of data-available MOs (a Dset) enumerates all the MOs

which have no as-yet-unscheduled predecessors in the data

dependency relation. A selection procedure, FormCI, is required

which can produce a set of maximal MIs from this Dset; each such MI

is as large as it can be without violating a resource restriction. One

more node of the search tree is established for each such distinct MI,

the next Dset for that node is constructed, and the search continues.

A leaf node is one for which the Dset is empty; all MOs have been

scheduled. A microprogram is the sequence of MIs encountered in

traversing the tree from root to a leaf. The shortest microprogram

corresponds to the path to the shallowest leaf node of the tree. The

tree may be completely generated, some pruning may be done such
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as by the branch and bound technique, or some heuristics may lead

to selecting one or a few "promising" paths through the tree.

Atkins [ATKI84] reports implementation detail and data

structures used in a Pascal implementation of the tree search. He

explicitly points out that the FormCls operation can be phrased as an

intersection of the Dset with each of a collection of maximal

compatible classes (there called "prime implicants") characterizing a

binary resource compatibility relation. Also, the computation of a

new Dset for a newly formed MI is aided by precomputation of a

lookahead or LA set, one for each MO in the precedence ordering.

Henry [HENR83] considers a microprogram as a set of assign-

ments of MOs to MI time slots. A binary relation built among pairs

of MO assignments is restricted from violating data dependency. As

each MO is placed in a potential microprogram during a tree search

of possible microprograms by selecting one assignment allowed by

the relation, the relation is further reduced by eliminating all MO

assignments which could conflict with this choice. In the paper, the

procedure is presented as similar to the "consistent labeling problem"

also used in scene analysis.

[VEGD82] provides a dynamic programming algorithm that

compacts straight-line microcode in polynomial time when the

number of resources is limited.
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3.2. Heuristic local compaction

Landskov characterizes the nonoptimal local compaction

methods as critical path, linear and list scheduling [LAND80].

Whereas the critical path approach proceeds based upon an analysis

of the data dependencies of the entire basic block, the other two

forms only examine the dependencies among small subsets of MOs,

incrementally chosen as the algorithms proceed. Although some

experiments [DAVI81] have shown microprograms in which a critical

path algorithm failed to find the optimum compaction, for reasons

which are demonstrated below, yet that approach is here considered

instructive. For one thing, it initially discovers a key structure which

provides an irreducible (though not always achievable) lower bound

to the minimum microprogram length. In addition, it shows a

structure which can be related to the structure described in a

following section. The idea of critical MOs was used early on.

Ramamoorthy and Tsuchiya [RAMA74] present a paper con-

cerning the development of a high level microprogramming language,

SIMPL (single identity microprogramming language). Along the way,

a non-optimal compaction algorithm using the concept of critical
microoperations is presented.

Tsuchiya and Gonzalez [TSUC76] discuss a polynomial-time

non-optimal method of local compaction. A careful algorithm is
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presented for the general problem, including the updating of a least

upper bound of a microprogram. Their algorithm starts by

generating the earliest and the latest precedence partitions for the

program data dependency graph. The latest partition is modified by

grouping microoperations in each level according to their resource

usage. For each level, if resource conflict exists, some microopera-

tions are shifted to the additional following level. The

microoperation to be shifted is determined by the number of its

successors. Then, microoperations are shifted up to any additional

levels that do not create resource conflict or violate data dependency.

This step is an improvement on their previous version [RAMA74j.

The critical path is the longest minimum path in the data

precedence graph, and gives a lower bound on the length of the
microprogram. Considering only the precedence relation and not the

resource usage, the MOs are composed into an Early Partition (EP).

Each MO is placed in the earliest block it could be in, and is delayed

only to be in the block immediately after an MO on which it directly

depends. Similarly, a Late Partition (LP) puts every MO into the

latest block it could be in, subject only to preceding any other MO

which depends on it. The critical partition is the set of blocks of MOs

which are in the same block of the EP as the LP. A critical path is a
path through the precedence graph of the MOs in the critical

partition.

The length of the critical path is a lower bound on the length of

the basic block, but this bound is generally prevented by resource
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usage conflicts. The critical path algorithm considers the blocks of

the critical partition to be frames of MIs, and the microprogram is

developed only by refining the partition and splitting frames into
multiple MIs as the other MOs are added. Even the critical path may

contain resource conflicts, and frames must be split to allow several

MOs to be in different MIs. As each MO not in the critical partition is

added one at a time, it may fit in an MI in the range of frames from

where that MO was in the EP to where it was in the LP. If it conflicts

with others in each such MI, another split of a frame must add
another MI. This approach leads to suboptimal results because MIs

created in different frames are not merged. An example from the

literature of the critical path method is shown in the next section.

Linear and list scheduling methods attempt to reduce the

complexity of the optimization search. They sweep once through the

microprogram, one item at a time. A linear algorithm goes through a

given list of MOs one time. Each MO is taken and used to search the

microprogram so far constructed (initially empty) for an MI which

accommodates the MO without precedence or resource conflict; if

none exists, the MO is placed in a new MI. List scheduling constructs

MIs one at a time, attempting at each step to find the incrementally
best group of MOs. With either single-sweep method, the size and

form of the resulting microprogram can depend on the initial

ordering of the list of MOs.

Dasgupta and Tartar [DASG76] provide an algorithm, originally

described as optimal. Their algorithm considers microoperations in
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their original source order and places them as early as possible. The
algorithm is quite complex due to its handling of polyphase
microinstructions. The cost of the algorithm is quadratic in the
number of microoperations. And, although the algorithm allow levels
to be recombined which is an improvement from [RAMA74], its non-
optimality is shown later [DASG78].

List scheduling [FISH79] uses a strong heuristic to thread
through the search tree; at each step, some heuristic selects which
maximal MI is to be formed as the next MI. Fisher compared several
alternate priority evaluation criteria for selecting the next MI. In
addition to the work on optimal compaction mentioned above, Yau et
al. [YAU74] also present a heuristic criterion that chooses the
microinstruction with the largest number of successors as being the
best complete microinstruction from the data available set at each
node of the search tree. With this heuristic, the cost of the algorithm
decreases to a polynomial function of the number of microoperations.
However, the algorithm can no longer guarantee the optimal solution
every time.

Davidson, et al. [DAVI81] compared critical path, linear (or
first-come, first-served, FCFS) and heuristic tree searching algorithms
for three microprograms with basic blocks of tens to hundreds of
MOs. Both FCFS and tree searching simplified to the equivalent of list
scheduling were judged to be reasonable in time used, producing
very good results.
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The method described by Tokoro et al . [TOK081] uses a

complex description of each MO as a " microtemplate" in two dimen-

sions (timing and resources). Against this more elaborate MO model

they show a local compaction method which iteratively chooses MIs

from the given sequence of MOs. Each MI is chosen by two steps.

"Compaction" finds parallel executable MO sets. MOs first are taken

in the order of their first specification. Concurrency is sought by

moving an individual MO forward in time until it is limited by data

dependency conflict. "Packing" chooses for the next MI a subset of

one of those sets, which is free of resource conflicts; a heuristic

selects as the next MI the set containing the largest number o f

critical MOs [TSU76]. Provision is made to back up when necessary

to include certain MOs.

Tokoro's technique, called .MORIF (microprogram optimization

technique considering resources occupancy and instruction formats),

includes both local and global optimization. For global optimization,

microtemplates are transferred between straight-line segments in

which they can be more compacted. Rules for transferring are

presented.

3.3. Critical path example

The critical path method is shown summarized below, as

applied to the example of section 2.2. This example has the same
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precedence relation graph and resource conflicts as the example of

[LAND80]. Figure 11.2 shows a microprogram specification in terms

of the precedence relation on eight microoperations and a list of

resource conflicts. Figure 11.3 shows steps in using the critical path

in constructing a microprogram. We will return to this same example

in Section 5, with a different approach.

Figure II.3(a) shows each MO as located in a range of positions,

from earliest to latest, as determined by the EP and LP mentioned

above. In that Figure, a vertical dashed line indicates the extent of

range. Any MO whose range covers only the one point is a point in

the critical path. In Figure II.3(a), the critical path, as determined

only from examination of the precedence relation, is: b; c; d; e,f.

The microprogram is derived by adding the other MOs and splitting

incompatible MIs. First, as indicated in Figure II.3(a) by the hash
mark, the MOs of the critical path are checked for resource

compatibility. In this case, MOs e and f conflict in resource usage,

and must be separated into different MIs.

Figure II.3(b) shows MO a placed as early as possible, in the

first MI with b. The MO, g, however, has resource conflicts with not

only the first but every level in the range determined in Figure
II.3(a). The solution is to split the MI containing d into two. Then

when, as in Figure II.3(c), h is added as early as possible, all the MOs

are fitted into levels (MIs) which have no resources conflicts and

whose contents and order obey the precedence described in the

specification.
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Resource conflicts: {b,g }, c,g } , { e,f }, { d,g }

Figure 11.2. Example microprogram specification.
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b) Add noncritical g to revised CP.

6 0
c) Add h.

Figure 11.3. Critical path solution
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4. Microprogram structure

4.1. Introduction

As indicated in the previous section, construction of a good

microprogram requires simultaneously satisfying precedence and

resource constraints. This section examines the interaction of those

constraints by means of discovering conditions on the structure of a

microprogram as a schedule of microoperations. These conditions can

be considered necessary conditions on a schedule which is under

consideration for use as a microprogram.

As defined in Section 3, a microprogram or MP is a sequence of

microinstructions or MIs. The microinstructions contain disjoint

subsets of the instances of microoperation types. A complete

microprogram is thus an ordered partition of the microoperation

instances or MOs; the microinstructions are the sequentially ordered

blocks of the microprogram partition.

Clearly, partitions of the MOs which violate either the

dependency or the resource constraints cannot be microprograms.

Definition: A candidate partition is a partition on the set of

microoperation instances such that no pair of microoperations in the

same block is ordered by the precedence ordering, and no subset of

the MOs in a block have a resource conflict.
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There is one major difference between the concept of a

partition and the concept of a horizontal microprogram:

a partition do not have order, but the MOs in
microprogram must have an order of execution.

the blocks in

a horizontal

Nevertheless, each

horizontal microprogram can be derived from some candidate

partition by using the order of the data dependency graph to

determine the order of execution of microinstructions (i.e. the blocks

in the partition). It is possible that more than one horizontal
microprogram can be derived from one candidate partition.

However, there are some candidate partitions from which no
horizontal microprogram can be derived.

For example, one of the candidate partitions of the set of

microoperations: (M01,M02,M03,M04,M05), with its data

dependency graph and its resource usage shown in Figure 11.4, is

((MO1,M05),(M02), (M03,M04)}. This partition of the five MOs is a

candidate partition because no pair of MOs in a block conflicts by

data dependency or resource usage. But no horizontal microprogram

can be derived from this partition because, from the data

dependency graph (Fig. la), MO1 must be executed before M03, and

M04 must be executed before M05. If MO1 and M05 are in the same

microinstruction, and M03 and M04 are in another microinstruction,

neither MI may precede the other. A conflict of this nature is called a

"cross-over problem."
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05

Microoperation Resource
Usage

MO1 Ra
MO2 Rb
MO3 Rc

MO4 Ra,Rb
MO5 Rb,Rc

(a) data dependecy graph (b) resource usage table

Figure 11.4. Cross-over problem example

4.2. The microprogram partition

For a candidate partition, from each microoperation instance, x,

in turn we can describe a sequence of sets of MOs which could follow

x in the corresponding microprogram. We define a sequence of

levels with regard to the chosen MO. Each level includes the MOs

which are separated from the previous or higher level in sequence

by the requirements of the precedence relation, and also includes

those others which, according to the given partition, are grouped in

the same microinstructions.

The first level following microoperation x: L1(x) is the union of

all blocks Bi of the partition, containing a direct successor of x.

L1(x) = U { Bi I a direct successor of x is in Bi. }

Successive levels: For k = 1,2,...

Lk +1 (x) = U { L1 (y) I y is in Lk(x) ).
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We can collect the occupants of successive levels into sets

including successively higher-order successors:
Si = Li

Sk + 1 = Sk L..) Lk+ 1 for k = 1, 2, ...
Successive levels L1, L2, ... may include MOs already seen in earlier

levels, or a level may be empty. In either case, the process is

terminated when at some point the next level adds no new
microoperations. The resulting set of successors is called S*(x):

S*(x) = Sk when Sk+i = Sk.
Of course, S*(x) may not include all the MOs of the MP.

Because of the existence of the cross-over problem, although

being a candidate partition is necessary for a horizontal

microprogram, it is not sufficient.

Definition: A valid partition is a candidate partition of all the

MOs such that for each MO, x, x is not in S*(x).

Lemma 1: A horizontal microprogram is a valid partition.

Proof: Obviously, a horizontal microprogram is a candidate

partition. Take an MO, x, in block B. Each MO which is directly
dependent on x is in some block Bi of the horizontal microprogram,

following and distinct from B. Thus x is not in Si (x) = L i(x). For

some level k, assume that x is not in Sk(x). Any successor of a

member y of Lk (x) is in a block Bj which must follow the

corresponding block of Lk. These blocks Bj form Lk +1(x). Lk+i(x)
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and therefore Sk+1(x) is composed of blocks which follow, so do not

contain x. By induction, the horizontal microprogram is a valid

partition.

Lemma 2: From each valid partition, at least one horizontal

microprogram, whose microinstructions are the blocks of the valid

partition, can be derived.

Proof: Since the valid partition is a candidate partition,

microoperations in each block in the partition are parallel executable

and have no resource conflict. And, by definition of a partition, each

microoperation is a member of exactly one block. These properties

satisfy the first two properties of a horizontal microprogram. If for

each instance of an MO, x, all blocks in S*(x) are placed after the

block containing x, then the third property of a horizontal

microprogram is satisfied. Therefore, at least one horizontal

microprogram exists corresponding to each valid partition.

Given a valid partition, one way to schedule the blocks to form

a horizontal microprogram starts with all the blocks in one layer.

Then, we repeatedly split each layer which has more than one block,

always preserving the precedence.

1) Start with all the blocks of the partition in one first
layer, L1. If in the following, all blocks are

removed from a layer, then the layer disappears, or

all blocks below it move up one layer.

2) For each layer L, starting with L = Ll:
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2.1) Choose a block, Bi in layer L. Create two new

layers, L+1 and L+2, after moving any other

later layers down. For each MO, x, in that
block:

2.1.1) If any block in S*(x) is in an earlier
layer, move it to L+2.

2.2) Move Bi to layer L+1.

2.3) If Bi was the only block in layer L, set L = L+2.

Otherwise, stay at layer L to choose another

block.

2.4) Repeat from 2.1) until there are no more
blocks at lower layers.

An alternate procedure would be to build a directed acyclic

graph of the blocks by searching the MOs of each block to find which

block must follow each block Bi; and then to choose an arbitrary

schedule which does not violate the explicit block precedence order.

Theorem 1: For any given microprogram, the set of all valid

partitions generates the set of all horizontal microprograms.

Proof: From Lemma 1, all horizontal microprograms are valid

partitions. Then, the set of all horizontal microprograms is a subset

of the set of all valid partitions. And, from Lemma 2, at least one

horizontal microprogram can be generated from a valid partition.

Therefore, the set of all valid partitions generates the set

of all horizontal microprograms.
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Since, from Theorem 1, the set of all valid partitions generates

the set of all horizontal microprograms, the shortest horizontal

microprogram (i.e. the horizontal microprogram that has the

smallest number number of microinstructions) is generated by the

valid partition which has the smallest number of blocks. Therefore,:

Corollary 1: For a microprogram, the smallest number of

microinstructions in any horizontal microprogram is equal to the

number of blocks in the maximal valid partition.

4.3. Constrained scheduling of microoperations

The previous section defined necessary conditions for a

partition to represent a horizontal microprogram. This section makes

one step toward taking full advantage of all the latitude allowed

within the constraints. We start by defining which pairs of MOs
could rest in the same block of a candidate partition. As mentioned

before, microoperations can be put into the same block in the

partition (i.e. in the same microinstruction) if none have either data

dependency or resource conflict with the rest. For this section we

only consider pairwise resource conflicts. Instead of forming all

candidate partitions, we first test and reduce the possibilities by
further examining the defined relation.

Definition: The scheduling compatible relation, sc, is the

relation between microoperations that are parallel executable and
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have no resource conflict. Scheduling compatible MOs can be

members of the same microinstruction (MI).

If MO i is scheduling compatible with MO j, written i sc j, then i

and j may possibly be in the same MI. This relation is reflexive ( i sc

i ), symmetric ( if i sc j then j sc i) but not transitive ( i sc j and j sc k

does not require that i sc k). A reflexive, symmetric, nontransitive

relation is known as a compatibility relation.

Corollary 2: A partition such that microoperations in the

same block are scheduling compatible, is a candidate partition.

As stated before, due to the existence of the cross-over

problem, a candidate partition is not sufficient for a horizontal

microprogram. In considering a collection of compatibility classes as

precursors to candidate partitions, we know it will be necessary to
prohibit crossover problems. However, the definitions in Section 4.2.

are expressed in terms of partitions and their blocks. A new set of

definitions which are similar, but based on compatibility classes, are

needed to express the concept of crossover. They are shown below.

Designate as a compatibility collection a set of com-

patibility classes Ci under the compatibility relation, sc:

CC = C2, ..., Cq).

For microoperation x:

LC 1 (x), the first level of successors, is the union of all the
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(possibly overlapping) compatibility classes containing a direct

successor of x.
LC 1 (x) = U { Ci I a direct successor of x is in Ci) .

For (k = 1, 2, ...), LCk±i(x) is the union of all first levels of members

of LCk(x).

LCk.(x) = U LC 1(y) I y is in LCk(x) ).

We again collect the successive levels into various

orders of successors:
SC1(x) = LC1(x)

SCk+i(x) = SCk(x) V LCk+i(x) for k = 2, 3, ... until there is

no change, when SC*(x) = SCk+i(x) = SCk(x).

Definition: CC is a valid compatibility collection for the

microprogram if for all x, x is not in SC*(x).

Definition: A compatible partition on a compatibility collection

CC, P(CC), is a partition whose blocks are subsets of the classes of the

CC

We want to compare the components of SC*, using successors

and the compatibility relation of CC, with the corresponding

components of S*, using successors and the equivalence relation of

P(CC).
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Lemma 3: For any compatible partition P(CC) of a valid
compatibility collection CC, for any MO, x:

Lk(x) of P(CC) is a subset of LCk(x) of CC.

Proof: Each block Bi of P(CC) is a subset (possibly empty) of a

compatibility class Ci, for each compatibility class, i = 1,2,...,q. For any

MO, x, a direct successor of x is in Bi only if it is in the superset, Ci:

Li(x) = U Bi I a direct successor of x is in Bi )

U Ci I a direct successor of x is in Ci )

L i (x) c LC1 (x).

If y E B i in some Lk (x), then y E C j, Bi g C j
Thus, Li(y) c LCi(y) so that Lk(x) C LCk(x), for all k.

Since each level Lk(x) is restricted, the collections are.

Lemma 4: For any compatible partition P(CC) of a valid
compatibility collection CC, for any MO, x:

Sk(x) of P(CC) is a subset of SCk(x) of CC.

Finally, we see that a partition formed from the compatibilities

can be crossover-free:

Theorem 2: A compatible partition P(CC) of a valid compati-

bility collection, CC, is a valid partition.
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Proof: Since the blocks of P(CC) are subsets of compatibility
classes Ci, P(CC) is a candidate partition. For some microoperation, x,

since Sk(x) g SCk(x) for each k, therefore if x is not in SC*(x), then x

is not in S*(x).

5. Composite model

5.1. Basic approach

The semantic data dependencies among microoperation in-

stances and the resource conflicts among microoperations were

introduced in Section 3. The manner in which these constraints

interact was discussed. Section 4 described conditions on a partition

of microoperation instances, or on the compatibility classes which can

be used to generate the partition, which must obtain if an ordering of

the partition is to serve as a horizontal microprogram.

These necessary conditions were presented from the passive

point of view. Given a partition representing a microprogram, we are

sure they obtain; given the constraints, a collection of selected

compatibility classes on the MOs must be crossover-free if they are

to be taken as valid for forming a horizontal microprogram. The

current section takes an active point of view. Definitions based on a

graph model are presented, and it is shown how a satisfactory

microprogram could be formed while satisfying all of the constraints.
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5.2. A composite graph model

A graphical method is used to determine the valid com-

patibility collections within a given microprogram.

A graph is a set of vertices or points or nodes plus a set of
edges connecting pairs of vertices. In our model, the vertices will

represent microoperation instances, and they will be labelled as such.

The edges will represent relations. As we are concerned with tw o
relations, the partial ordering of dependency and the scheduling

compatibility relation, we will use labelled edges of two types.

G=(V;E) is a graph on a set of vertices, V and a set of edges, E,

where E = {(i,j,t)) V x V x T, for a set of edge label types T.

Definition: A graph G'= (V';E') is a subgraph of G=(V;E) if V' and

E' are, respectively, subsets of V and E such that an edge (vi, vj, t) of

E is in E' only if vi and vj are in V' [SWAM81].

Definition: A graph G is a super graph of a graph G' if G' is a

subgraph of G.

Definition: A graph G'=(V';E') is a spanning subgraph of G=(V;E)

if G' is a subgraph of G and V=V [SWAM81].
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A graph can represent the potential parallel structure for a
microprogram. For microprogram p, let the vertices Vp represent
the microoperation instances. The edges will be of two disjoint sets
of different type, Ep,d and Ep,sc. The direct data dependent pairs

(MOs i and j) are connected by edges of type "d", where (i,j,d) is an

element of Ep,d iff j directly depends on i. Ep,sc edges will connect

the scheduling compatible pairs of MOs: (k,l,sc) is in Emsc iff k and 1

are scheduling compatible. Of course, sc is symmetric so (l,k,sc) is
also in Ep , s c but sc is not transitive. EP, d is transitive and

antisymmetric.

Definition: With the notation above, define:
Ep = Ep,d u s c

Now, for microprogram p, Mp = ( Vp; Ep ) is the extended graph of

the microprogram.

Definition: An alpha loop is a connected graph with more than

one vertex which has a spanning cycle which does not contain two
edges of type sc in succession.

Definition: A beta sub graph, m, of microprogram p,
Bp,m = ( VBp,m ; EBp,m )

is a spanning subgraph of Mp such that:

1) EBp,m includes all data dependencies and some

scheduling compatibilities:

Ep,d C EBp,m c Ep,d u Ep,sc.
2) No subgraph of Bp,m is an alpha loop. and
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3) If (k,l,sc) is in Bp,m then so is (1,k,sc).

Definition: A delta collection, DCp,m, of the beta subgraph,

Bp,m, is a collection of subsets of microoperations in microprogram p

such that i and j are in the same set in the DCp,m only if (i,j,sc) is in

EBp,m.

Theorem 3: A DCp,m is a valid compatibility collection.

Proof: We define MOs i and j compatible if i and j are in the
same DCP, m subset; this is a reflexive and symmetric relation.

Because no alpha loop exists in the generating beta subgraph, Bp,m,

then no MO, x, is found in any of its successor levels: x is not in
SC*(x).

5.3. Microprogram selection

In order to form a horizontal microprogram, a partition on the

set of all microoperations can be constructed in such a way that each

block in the partition is a subset of a set in the DCp,m. This problem

is similar to a covering problem.

Given a collection U of subsets ui of a set of elements S =
fa,b,c,...x), a cover of S is a subset of U, K = {up, such that each

element of S is contained in one of the classes uj. The covering

problem is to find, for U and S, a minimal-cost cover, K. If the cost
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function is additive, the cost C(K) is the sum of the costs of the

selected classes, C(K) = If all classes have equal cost, the
VuJE K

minimal cover objective is the smallest number of classes which

together encompass, or cover, the set S.

For a horizontal microprogram, S is the set of all _microoperation

instances in the given microprogram P, and K is a delta collection,
DCp,m, of P. If minimization of microprogram length is the goal, the

cost function of a covering collection, C(K), is defined as the number

of classes selected:

C(K)=IKI

There is one major difference between a covering problem and

a horizontal microprogram forming problem: while in a covering

problem the selected sets are nor necessarily disjoint, in a horizontal
microprogram the microinstructions must not "share"

microoperations. However, if the selected classes "share" some

microoperations, it is easy to generate a horizontal microprogram

which has a number of microinstructions equal to the number of
classes in the covering collection by "moving" the intersected

microoperations in or out of the microinstructions. For example, the

covering collection: { { 1,2,3 ), {3,4,5) ), will generate two horizontal

microprograms of the same length. They are { (1,2,3), (4,5)) and

{ (1,2), (3,4,5)) . Therefore, methods developed for simplifying

covering problems may be used for the construction of the horizontal
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microprogram.

In a covering chart [KOHA78] used for constructing a horizontal

microprogram, the columns correspond to microoperations in the

given microprogram and the rows correspond to classes in the delta

collection. For example, the chart for the delta collection:
{(1,2,5);(2,3);(3,6,7);(4,5,7)) is shown in Figure 11.5:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(1,2,5) x x
(2,3) x x
(3,6,7) x x x
(4,5,7) x x x

Figure 11.5. Covering problem for a microprogram.

In this example, the row (1,2,5) is called essential, because no

other row include MO 1. Thus, (1,2,5) is in each cover. Further, for

this example, a minimal-size cover consists of just the three essential

rows:

(1,2,5), (3,6,7), (4,5,7)
From this cover, four valid partitions can be generated:

{(1,2,5);(3,6);(4,7)),
{(1,2,5);(3,6,7);(4)),
{(1,2);(3,6);(4,5,7)), and
{(1,2);(3,6,7);(4,5)).

From Lemma 2 of Section 4.2, we know that each valid partition can

be ordered in such a way that it becomes a horizontal microprogram.
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5.4. Microprogram composition summary

The results of this section suggest the following plan, given the

data dependencies and resource conflicts specifying an example

microprogram, to select a compact horizontal microprogram. The

general idea is to reduce the scheduling compatible relation, sc, to an

equivalence relation. The blocks of the resulting partition, when
ordered so as to agree with the data dependencies, form a

microprogram.

1. Form the graph with edges labelled either d (data

dependent, antisymmetric) or sc, (scheduling

compatible, symmetric).

2. Find B, a maximal spanning subgraph without alpha

loops. Form maximal compatible classes of the
diminished sc relation.

3. Choose a covering collection of MCCs.

3.1. The MOs in an MI must be a subset of some

MCC

3.2. The MIs of a MP are blocks of a partition of

the MO instances. The MP is thus a sequence

of sets, each of which may be formed from

one of a covering set of MCCs by eliminating

overlap.

3.3. A compact MP is formed from a minimal

cover of the MO instances by the MCCs.
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5.4.1. Example

We return to the example microprogram shown in Section 2.2

and 3.3. Figure II.6(a) below shows the composite graph. The data

dependencies are shown on the diagram with solid lines as edges of

the two unconnected parts of the directed graph which together
represents the partial order, d. Some MO pairs are related by this

partial order, and others conflict in their usage of system resources,

as specified in section 3.3. The others are scheduling compatible (sc),

and are shown in Figure II.6(a) as dashed lines.

Several alpha loops appear in that graph: for example, a,d,

e,g,h,a. One way to remove them is to cut the edges between e and g;

this could lead to the same microprogram previously shown in

Section 3.3. An alternative solution is to form the diminished sc

relation by removing all edges between (a,h), (b,h), (c,h) and (d,h).

The maximal delta collection uses all the sc links remaining in

Figure II.6(a) to form the compatibility classes used in the covering

problem of Figure II.6(b), and listed along the left side of that table.

There, the compatibility classes {a,b}, {a,c), {d }, and {f,h} are essential

(some subsets of them must be in every solution), and of the
remainder, {e,g} is a dominant choice because it alone covers the rest

of the MOs.
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Finally, the minimal cover of MOs, the delta collection ((a,b),

(a,c), (d), (e,g), (f,h)) must be converted to a partition, and the blocks

ordered in agreement with the data dependency partial order. One

such solution is shown in Figure 11.6(c). There, sc links (a,b), (e,g),

and (f,h) tie MOs which are scheduled in the same MIs. Links (a,c),

(a,g), and (e,h) do not bind in this manner.

Notice that drawing the composite graph with both depen-
dencies and scheduling compatibilities, and reducing it by elimi-

nating the alpha loops which demonstrate crossover problems,

allowed us to find the microprogram depicted in Figure II.6(c), which

has only five microinstruction, rather than the six generated by

applying the classical critical path method of considering the

precedence and the resource constraints in separate phases, as

described in Section 2.2 and 3.3.

(a) Composite graph
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bc de f gh
ab x x

ac

ag x

d x

eg

eh

fh

b) Covering matrix for MI selection

1

2

3

4

5

c) Microprogram

Figure 11.6. Microprogram Composition Example
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5.4.2. A non-deterministic approach

A composite graph model of local compaction indicates that a

horizontal microprogram which is transformed from a vertical micro-

program is a partition of microoperations such that each block of the

partition contains only microoperations that are in the same

compatible class of a composite graph with all the alpha loops

eliminated. Therefore, an obvious procedure to compact a basic

block is as described in section 5.4 and demonstrated in the example

in section 5.4.1. The problem of identifying alpha loops and the

problem of minimum cost covering are NP- complete problems

[HOPC79]. However, since the number of microoperations in a basic

block is typically small (a basic block that has more than 10 micro-

operations is uncommon [WOOD78]), the procedure can be used for

compaction.

Since the problem of finding the optimal local compaction is an

NP -hard problem [VEGD82], any procedures to find an optimal valid

partition are bound to have non polynomial complexity. One of these

procedures is presented in non-deterministic format as following.

1) Initialize all nodes as unmarked. Initialize the U-

set as an empty set; the U-set is used to record all

nodes (microoperations) that are already placed in

the current microinstruction.

2) Find an unmarked node which has no unmarked
predecessor, N1, then mark it.
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Find an sc edge that connects N1 to an unmarked

node, N2, which also has no unmarked predeces-

sors.

4) If there exists any node in the U-set which has no

sc edge connecting it to N2, eliminate the sc edge

that connects N1 and N2. Go to step 6).

5) If N2 has sc edges connecting it to all nodes in the

U-set, mark it and add it to the U-set.
6) Eliminate all the sc edges that connect N1 to any

successors of N2 by the data-dependency edges (d

edges).

7) Repeat step 3 to 6 until all the sc edges of N1

connect to only marked nodes.

8) Clear the U-set.

9) Repeat step 2 to 8 until all nodes are marked.

10) Find the delta collection of this graph (at this point,

the graph has no alpha loop). Each block of the
delta collection is a microinstruction. And, the delta

collection is a valid partition (i.e. a horizontal micro-

program).

From this non-deterministic procedure, a search tree can be
constructed. The optimal solution can be found by performing
exhaustive tree search. This procedure is the same as FromCI proce-

dure described in [LAND80]. The time spending for the tree

searching can be reduced by using some heuristic schemes to

determine search paths. List scheduling uses a heuristic value, called
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priority value, calculated for each node to guide the search. The time

used by the procedure described above can be reduced by using

these priority values for selecting N1 and N2 (i.e. select the node that

has the highest priority value first). This procedure cannot

guarantee an optimal solution but neither can list scheduling.

6. Summary

Examining the structural constraints among the microopera-

tions of a basic block yields an understanding which can be useful in

attempts at both local compaction and global compaction. This paper

has described how the two classes of constraints on horizontal

microcode of a basic block can be examined, along with their

interactions, in order to limit the search for a compact microprogram.

Of course, one part of global compaction is to use basic blocks which

themselves are compact. But a potentially more powerful way to use

these results is to examine the interactions of the basic block

constraints with the dynamics of control flow among blocks, and
allow tradeoffs in moving microoperations among blocks. Such

considerations will be left for another paper.

In the present work, two constraints on the microoperations of

a basic block are taken as the starting point. The precedence relation

derivable from data dependence among MOs is a partial order which

must be preserved in order to preserve the semantics of the

microprogram's calculation. The resource conflicts prohibit certain
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MOs from acting simultaneously, because of the lack of enough copies

of some resources (clearly, one way to design a data path for a given

microprogram would be to trade off additional data-handling

resources for shorter microprograms).

Since a given horizontal microprogram is a sequenced partition

of the set of MO instances, it seems worthwhile to consider the
conditions required of a partition because of the two kinds of

constraints. Section Four describes conditions on a partition,

necessary that it describe a microprogram. Such a "valid" partition

satisfies precedence and resource constraints, and their interactions.

Because compaction requires discovery of such partitions, not merely

their evaluation, the necessary conditions are also formulated there

for the more naturally discoverable compatible collections of MOs

which may be scheduled together in the same microinstruction.

In Section Five, a graphical method is used to determine the

valid compatibility collections within a given microprogram. A

composite graph shows both precedence and resource compatibility.

Eliminating a certain class of cycles in the graph allows selection of

the compatibility collections. An example shows how this

composition model can be used to compose an optimum compaction

of an example microprogram from the literature. Optimum

compaction still involves a search among alternatives, and if the

search grows too tedious it can be shortened by quickly choosing a

(possibly suboptimal) microprogram, either by heuristic methods

similar in effect to the ones previously published elsewhere, or by
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algorithms yet to be devised.

The descriptive success of the model in the present work

suggests that search methods based upon exploiting this description

may be a profitable future area of research. A problem which seems

interesting is to attack the interaction of two previously separated

microprogram reduction problems: the reduction of the number of

microinstructions, as treated in the present paper; and the reduction

of the length in bits of a microinstruction.
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Chapter III
The KLITS Microprogram Global Compaction Algorithm

Abstract

Global compaction has been recognized as a major issue in
microprogram optimization. A microprogram can be compacted
globally by moving microoperations, sometimes past basic block
boundaries. However, "to find a sequence of very profitable moves,

one often has to go through an initial sequence of moves which are

either not profitable, or, worse still, actually make the code longer.

Locating such a sequence involves abandoning attempts to prune this

expensive search tree" [FISH81].

Fisher's trace scheduling [FISH79], [FISH81] offers an alter-

native by compacting traces without recognition of basic block
boundaries. The topological structure of the microprogram is altered

later to preserve its semantics. However, trace scheduling has been

criticized for the growth, in the worst case exponential, of memory

size due to intensive copying of blocks, and the difficulty of its
implementation. Also, since trace scheduling changes the topological

structure of blocks, the compacted microprogram may be difficult to
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debug.

A technique called KLITS, which is based on the concept of

microoperation movement and a heuristic iteration similar to that

described in the Kernighan-Lin Partitioning Algorithm [KERN70],

[ULLM84] is developed and tested. This technique can accommodate

any of several measures of optimization (e.g. the average execution

time, the total length of the microprogram), and allows the pro-

grammer to control the growth of the memory.

KLITS searches for globally profitable sequences of microopera-

tion movements even when the first few movements of some
sequences do not yield immediate profit. The compacted micropro-

gram retains the block structure and control flow of the original.
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1. Introduction

Global compaction has been recognized as a major issue in

microprogram optimization. One of the most noticeable techniques is

Fisher's trace scheduling [FISH79], [FISH81]. However, Fisher's trace

scheduling has been criticized for the growth, in the worst case

exponential, of memory size due to intensive copying of blocks. Also,

trace scheduling usually changes the topological structure of blocks,

causing the compacted microprogram to be difficult to debug.

A microprogram can be compacted globally by moving micro-

operations, sometimes past basic block boundaries. The topological

structure of blocks can be easily controlled and preserved. The

growth of memory size can be monitored by the programmer.

However, "...to find a sequence of very profitable moves,
one often has to go through an initial sequence of moves
which are either not profitable, or, worse still, actually
make the code longer. Locating such a sequence involves
abandoning attempts to prune this expensive search tree"
[FISH81].

The Kernighan-Lin Partitioning Algorithm, which embodies an

optimization strategy that may take "bad" steps (i.e. produce imme-

diate losses) if they will lead to an overall gain later, is described in

[ULLM84]. "This algorithm takes time that, experimentally, has been

found to grow far more slowly than an exponential" [ULLM84].
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A global compaction technique with a similar strategy and the

concept of microoperation movement as its kernel, is presented. This

technique can accommodate any of several measures of optimization

(e.g. the average execution time, the total length of the micropro-
gram). With this technique, the programmer has the ability to

control the growth of the memory and the changing of topological
structure. An heuristic evaluation function is implemented and used

to demonstrated the effectiveness of the technique for reducing the

total microprogram length.

2. Basic concepts

A microoperation is free at the top of a basic block if that
microoperation is not data dependent on any other microoperation of

the same basic block.

A microoperation is free at the bottom of a basic block if there

is no microoperation in the same basic block which is data dependent

on it.

A register is live at the top of a basic block if that register is

read before it is written to in some trace that starts with the basic
block.

The side -set of a basic block is the union of all its successors'

live-at-the-top register sets if the basic block terminates with a
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microinstruction containing a conditional-jump microoperation, and

is an empty set otherwise.

3. Previous work

3.1. The symmetric pairs method [DASG79]

Dasgupta [DASG79] defined a symmetric pair <Bi,Bj> as a pair of

basic blocks such that basic block Bi is executed whenever Bi is, and

vice versa. A microoperation can be moved up from a basic block to

its symmetric pair partner if the microoperation is dependent

neither on any microoperations in the same basic block nor on any

microoperations in any basic block separating the symmetric pair.

Dasgupta's algorithm moves a microoperation up if it can be placed in

the upper basic block of the symmetric pair without increasing the

basic block length.

3.2. MORIF compaction [TOK078], [TOK081]

Tokolo, Takizuka, and Yamaura described a technique for

microprogram compaction utilized a microoperation modeling tech-

nique called microtemplating; later, Tokolo, Tamura, and Takizuka

revised the technique and called it MORIF (m i cr opr o gr am

optimization technique consider resource occupancy and instruction

formats). "A microtemplate is a two-dimensional representation

(timing and resources) of a microoperation. Timing is expressed on
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both machine cycle and subcycle base" [TOKO81]. MORIF includes

both local compaction and global compaction. A microprogram is

partitioned into basic blocks. Each basic block is compacted

separately (i.e. local compaction). Then, microtemplates are

transferred between contiguous segments (basic blocks) which are

any two basic blocks that connect directly by an edge in the control

flow structure. Toko et al. [TOK078], [TOKO81] provides conditions

for transferring microtemplates between contiguous basic blocks;

these conditions are similar to Fisher's moving rules [FISH81]. A

microtemplate is transferred if the transferring improves the overall

microprogram.

3.3. Trace scheduling [FISH79], [FISH81]

In his doctoral dissertation [FISH79], Fisher introduced two

microprogram compaction techniques: list scheduling for local micro-

program compaction and trace scheduling for global microprogram

compaction. Both have become well known and widely studied.

Although list scheduling is a local compaction technique, it

plays an important role in global compaction. Several global

compaction techniques include list scheduling or its variations in

them [ISOD83], [LAH83], [SU84], [RA086]. In list scheduling, each

microoperation in the basic block is assigned a priority. Then, a set is

constructed of microoperations which have no predecessors except

those that were already placed in microinstructions; this set is called
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the data ready set or Dset. The D-set is initialized with all micro-

operations that do not have any predecessor. A microinstruction is

formed by grouping microoperations from the Dset according to
their priority. The microoperation with the highest priority is taken

out from the D-set and placed first in the empty microinstruction.

The microoperations remaining in the Dset are examined in order of

their priority. The microoperations are taken out from the Dset and

added into the newly formed microinstruction if they are not in
conflict with those already in there. If such a conflict does exist, the

microoperation is not selected. The process is repeated until either

no more microoperations can be added into the forming microin-

struction or the Dset is exhausted. After the new microinstruction

is completed, the D-set is updated. The compaction is terminated

when all microoperations in the basic block are placed in microin-
structions.

In his dissertation, Fisher categorized 3 conditions of interblock

microoperation motions, and later [FISH811 he revised them into 6

rules, as shown in Figure III.1, which have been called moving rules.

These moving rules illustrate both conditions that need to be

satisfied before the interblock movement can begin, and the micro-
operation position in the microprogram after the movement is

finished. By applying these moving rules, Fisher pointed out that a

global compaction, which he named "The Menu Method" [FISH8 1], can

be performed on microprograms. The menu method first locally

compacts each basic block separately. Then, by using the moving

rules, microoperations are moved past basic block boundaries if the
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Figure III.1 (a) The basic blocks structure for
Fisher's moving rules

Rule MO can move Under the Conditions that
Number From

R1 B2 B1 and B4 The MO is free at the top of B2.

R2 B1 and B4 B2 Identical copies of the MO are
free at the bottoms of both B1
and B4.

R3 B2 B3 and B5 The MO is free at the bottom of
B2.

R4 B3 and B5 B2 Identical copies of the MO are
free free at the tops of both B3
and B5.

R5 B2 B3 (or B5) The MO is free at the bottom of
B2 and all registers written by
the MO are dead in B5 (or B3).

R6 B3 (or B5) B2 The MO is free at the top of B3
(or B5) and all registers
written by the MO are dead in
B5 (or B3).

Figure III.1 (b). Fisher's moving rules
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movement "appears to save a cycle".

Fisher introduced trace scheduling which considers a "more

global view of all the code [microprogram] being optimized

[compacted]" [FISH79]. In trace scheduling, instead of compacting

basic blocks, traces are scheduled.

"A trace is a loop-free sequence of microoperations which

might be executed contiguously for some choice of data" [FISH81].

Traces are scheduled in the order of their probability of execution.

The trace with the highest probability of execution will be the first to

be scheduled. After a trace is determined, a data precedence graph is

built for the trace. The data precedence graph is similar to the data

dependency graph which has been used in most local compaction
techniques *(i.e. a path from node i to node j represents the data
dependency of MOi on M0i). However, in order to prevent absolutely

illegal microoperation movements between basic blocks, movements

that would destroy the values of registers that will be referenced by

microoperations off the traces, new, special edges are added to the

data precedence graph. If a conditional jump microoperation C is in

the trace but may jump to a basic block B off the trace that has a
register R in its live-at-the-top registers set, the new edges must be

drawn from C to every microoperation in the trace that writes to R.

A register is live at the top of a basic block if that register is read

before it is written to in the trace that starts with the basic block.

The data precedence graph constructed for the trace contains all the

necessary restrictions on microoperation movements among basic
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blocks in the trace. Without any knowledge of original basic block

boundary locations, the trace is scheduled (i.e. compacted) as if it

were a single basic block using the list scheduling local compaction

technique.

During trace scheduling, microoperations may be moved past

the original basic block boundaries. Microoperations in -the trace that

the basic blocks off the trace jump to, or the old trace entrances, and

the microoperations that jump to the basic blocks off the trace, or the

old trace exits, can be moved. Therefore, the new trace entrances

and the new trace exits need to be identified. And, to preserve the

semantics of the original microprogram, after the trace is compacted,

copies of microoperations are inserted off the trace, above the new

trace entrances and/or below the new trace exits. The microopera-

tions that need to be copied, with few exceptions, are the micro-
operations that have been moved above the new trace entrances

and/or below the new trace exits. This phase is called the

bookkeeping phase of the trace scheduling.

After the bookkeeping phase is finished, another uncompacted

trace is determined, and the process is repeated until no microopera-

tion is left uncompacted.

Loops are handled by unrolling them for many iterations. "The

unrolled loop is a stream, all intermediate loop tests are now

conditional jumps, and the stream gets compacted as above"

[FISH83].
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Trace scheduling has proven to be able to produce significant
reduction in execution time of compacted microprograms. Trace

scheduling has become the most well known and widely studied
method of global compaction. Although it has been regarded as "the

most promising global compaction", [RA086] it also has been

criticized for the growth of memory size by extensive copying of

basic blocks [FISH81], [LAH83], [SU84], [MUEL86], [RA086]. And,

since trace scheduling performs compaction on basic blocks

regardless of their boundaries, the topological structure of the micro-

program compacted by the technique is, usually, different from the
original one. This will make the debugging process more difficult
[LAH83], [RA086].

There are various proposals for mitigating the copying problem

and other drawbacks of trace scheduling.

3.4. Tree compaction [LAH83]

The tree compaction method was proposed by Lah and Atkins

to reduce the memory size and the complexity required by the book-

keeping phase of trace scheduling. With tree compaction, the

topological structure of the control flow of the compacted micropro-

gram is preserved.

The basic blocks of a microprogram are partitioned into tree-

shaped subsets of basic blocks: top trees and bottom trees. "A top
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tree (bottom tree) is a connected subgraph which is itself a tree and

has a unique node r with in-degree zero [entry] (out-degree z er o

[exit]) in the tree. Node r is the root of this top tree (bottom tree)"

[LAH83]. First, only top trees are considered. Trace scheduling is

applied to each top tree separately. Then, the bottom trees are

identified and trace scheduling is performed on each bottom tree

separately. The microoperations are not allowed to move past either

top tree or bottom tree roots. With this restriction, the number of

basic blocks copied during the bookkeeping phases can be reduced,

and the algorithm is less complex than trace scheduling. However,

since "less" movements than trace scheduling are allowed, the tree

compaction may not compact the major trace as well as trace

scheduling.

3.5. SRDAG compaction [LINN83]

SRDAG compaction is an extension to trace scheduling [LINN83].

Linn indicates that, in trace scheduling, "interactions with basic

blocks off the trace are not considered." And, when microoperations

are moved from later basic blocks of the trace into the first basic

block of the trace, the most likely trace of the microprogram may
change. Thus, he suggests that the trace "should be reselected after

the first basic block has been compacted". In the SRDAG compaction,

a jingle rooted directed Acyclic graph (SRDAG) of basic blocks is

considered instead of a trace. The SRDAG to be compacted next is

determined by, first, using the microprogram branch probabilities to
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select an uncompacted basic block which has no uncompacted prede-
cessors. The basic block becomes the root of the SRDAG (i.e. the next

basic block to be compacted). Then, the maximal SRDAG of that basic

block such that all basic blocks in it are uncompacted, is selected.

The compaction is processed in an iterative manner. However, proof

of termination is not presented, since the compaction of a basic block

may, unfortunately, require other basic blocks to be created so that

the microprogram semantics are preserved.

Linn also demonstrated rearranging for (conditional and

unconditional) jump microoperations to preserve microprogram
semantics when jump microoperations are moved beyond basic block
boundaries.

3.6. Improved trace scheduling compaction (ITSC) [SU84]

The ITSC method is presented by Su, Ding and Jin as an
improvement of trace scheduling to reduce the extra microprogram
size sometimes generated during the bookkeeping phase and to

increase the efficiency of microprogram loop compaction. The

improvement can be divided into 3 parts:

1) Modification of the moving rules suggested by
Fisher [FISH79], [FISH81].

2) The improved trace scheduling algorithm (ITS) for

reducing extra copies.

3) The URCR (unrolling, compacting, and rerolling the
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loop) algorithm for loop compaction.

Fisher's moving rules are modified to correct a semantic error
which may occur when a conditional jump microoperation is moved
down. Beside, they also added two more rules (R7 and R8) to
symmetrize previous rules (R5 and R6). With these additions, they
increase the chance of moving a microoperation beyond basic block
boundaries. The modified moving rules, for the basic blocks

structure in Figure III.1(a), are shown in Figure III.2(b).

The ITS (improved trace scheduling) algorithm consists of two
major parts. The first part is to partition the microoperations in the

trace into two sets: MAIN and the remainder. MAIN is the set of
microoperations which are in the critical path of the trace and their
non-jump successors (i.e. any non-jump microoperations whose

predecessors are also in MAIN). The microoperations in the set

MAIN are compacted by using the list scheduling algorithm. Those

microoperations in MAIN can be scheduled as early as possible, by
the list scheduling algorithm, without extra copies. The rest of the
microoperations in the trace are gathered into the remainder set. For

each uncompacted microoperation in the remainder set, find its

DAG_RANGE which is the schedule range in the already compacted
microinstructions (MAIN), regardless of resource conflict, but

restricted by the data dependency relationship.
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True/

el

True

e2

Condition A

False

Condition B

False

Figure 111.2 (a). Su's comditional jumps example

Rule MO can move Under the Conditions that
Number From IQ

R 1 B2 B1 and B4 The MO is free at the top of B2.

R2 B1 and B4 B2 Identical copies of the MO are
free at the bottoms of both B1
and B4.

R3 B2 B3 and B5 The MO is free at the bottom of
B2.

R4 B3 and B5 B2 Identical copies of the MO are
free at the tops of both B3 and
B5.
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R5 B2 B3 (or B5) For unbranch MO:
The MO is free at the

bottom of B2 and all registers
written by the MO are dead in
B5 (or B3).
Additional conditions for
branch MO: (See Figure III.2a.)

Also, its exit is the same
as the exit of the branch MO B
at the bottom of B2 (el and e2
are the same) or
Condition(MO A)
*Condition(MO B) = False

R6 B3 (or B5) B2 The MO is free at the top of B3
(or B5) and the rest of
conditions are same as R5.

R7 B2 B1 (or B4) The unbranch MO is free at the
top of B2 and all registers
written by the MO are dead
below this MO.

R8 B1 (or B4) B2 The unbranch MO is free at the
bottom of B1 (or B4) and all
registers written by the MO
are dead the top of B2.

Figure 111.2 (b). Su's moving rules
(for the same basic blocks structure as in Figure III.la.)
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The u n compacted microoperation which has minimum

DAG_RANGE is picked; call it MO'. For MOT, find its OPT_RANGE

which is the schedule range where MO' can be scheduled, regardless

of resource-conflict, without causing any copy depending on the
characteristic and type (jump or rejoin) of the MO'. The MO' is

scheduled if possible within RANGE, the union of DAG_RANGE and

OPT_RANGE. If the MO' is a jump microoperation, the scheduling

attempt starts from the bottom to the top of RANGE. If MO' is not a

jump microoperation, the scheduling starts from the top to the

bottom of RANGE. If the MO' cannot be scheduled within RANGE

without causing resource conflict, it is tried again with the rest of
DAG_RANGE. If this also fails, then MO' needs to be inserted in a

new microinstruction. The next each MO' is picked from the

remainder set until all microoperations in the trace are compacted.

A new trace is then picked and compacted until all microoperations

in the microprogram are compacted.

The URCR is used for loop compaction. The loop body A is

simply unrolled into two bodies1 A and A'. The unrolled body is

compacted with list scheduling; then the new loop body is found.
After all the redundant microoperations are deleted, the loop is
rerolled.

1. Fisher [FISH83] suggests that a loop body may be unrolled into
k bodies for compaction. Su et al. believe that there is no
advantage for k>2 over k=2.
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3.7. The generalized data dependency graph (GDDG) method
[ISOD83]

Isoda, Kobayashi, and Ishida describe a global compaction

algorithm which depends on a generalized data dependency graph

(GDDG). The GDDG can "integratedly express the concurrency of

microorders [microoperations] and their mobility past boundaries of
basic blocks" [ISOD83]. The GDDG is a combination of the data
dependency and two primitives: Y-joint, which represents multiple

entrances to the same basic block, and Y- 1 -joint, which represents

multiple exits from the same basic block (i.e. the basic block termi-

nated with conditional jump microoperation). At first, the edges of
the GDDG do not represent data dependency, but the order of
execution of microoperations in the given microprogram. Isoda et al.
provide five rules for transforming the GDDG. The first rule is used

to transform edges within the same basic block into data dependency

represented edges. The second and the third rules are used for
passing a microoperation upward or downward past a Y- 1 j oint
These two rules are similar to Fisher's moving rules R6 and R5, res-

pectively. The fourth and the fifth rules deal with passing a micro-

operation upward or downward past a Y-joint, when the Y-joint "is a
loop's entry joint and movement is through the entry inlet of the
loop, and through other inlets of the joint". Certain bookkeeping

process are required to prevent subsequent illegal transformations.

After the GDDG is completed, the basic blocks are classified into

4 categories: Y-1 Y, YY, Y-1 I" -1, and YY- 1 according to the joints
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connected to their entries and the joints connected to their exits.

The microoperations are also classified into 4 categories: bounded, L-

bounded, U-bounded, and unbounded. A bounded microoperation is

a microoperation which cannot be moved past its resident basic block

boundaries. An L-bounded microoperation of the basic block B is a

microoperation which has been moved past B's top boundary (either

moved down from B's predecessor or moved up from B -itself) but has

never been moved past B's bottom boundary. A U-bounded micro-

operation of the basic block B is a microoperation which has been
moved past B's bottom boundary (either moved up from B's

successor or moved down from B itself) but has never been moved
past B's top boundary. A unbounded microoperation of the basic
block B is a microoperation which has been moved past both B's bot-

tom boundary and B's top boundary (either moved down from B's
predecessor to B's successor or moved up from B's successor to B's
predecessor). A bounded microoperation is also called a MUST
microoperation since it must be compacted only in its resident basic
block. In contrast, a MAY microoperation (either L-bound, U-
bounded or unbounded) may be compacted into more than one of
several basic blocks.

The idea of compaction is to try to compact MAY microopera-

tions away from the most frequently executed basic blocks unless

they can be included without increasing the length of those basic
blocks. Isoda et al. give the order of processing basic blocks as
below:
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"1st) YY-1 -type blocks,

2nd) YY- or Y-1Y -1-type blocks, and
3 rd ) y-1Y-type blocks.

If two YY-type blocks(Y- 1 Y -1 -type blocks) are adjacent, the

succeeding(preceding) one is processed first. YY- 1 or Y- 1Y-type

blocks are never adjacent [so there is no need for determining their

order of processing]."

Since this technique does not generate all possible microopera-

tion movements (e.g. microoperation movements according to

Fisher's moving rules R1, R2, R3, and R4 are not considered), the

technique may not compare with the trace scheduling [MUEL83].

3.8. Rao and Majumdar's algorithm [RA086]

The global compaction algorithm developed by Rao and
Majumdar [RA086] uses "a local compaction technique in which the

microoperation priority function is dynamically modified." Each

basic block, I, is given a weight called block dependency weight,

B D W 1, which equals the number of descendent basic blocks of basic

block I. The basic block with the largest BDW is to be compacted

first and the one with the smallest BDW is the last to be compacted

(any ties are broken by the source order). The movability of micro-

operations are determined by eight moving rules which are almost

exactly the same as those given in [SU84] except that rule Su's R7 is
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ignored and a rule prohibiting movement of a conditional jump

microoperation beyond its resident basic block boundary is added.

The microoperations are classified into delay, early, and critical

microoperations. A delay microoperation is a microoperation that

can be moved down from its resident basic block to the successors
basic blocks. An early microoperation of a basic block BI is a micro-

operation that can be moved up to basic block BI from BI's successor

basic blocks. A critical microoperation is a microoperation that

cannot be moved from its resident basic blocks. These classifications

are similar to L-bounded, U-bounded, and bounded microoperations

described in [ISOD83]. Associated with each early microoperation J
of basic block III is a dynamic weight called a priority reduction
value, Pj, which is the number of basic blocks in the trace from B I to

the resident basic block of J (i.e. the resident basic block of J must be
one of Bjes successor basic blocks).

The global compaction starts with selecting the uncomp acted
basic block, BI, which has the maximum BDW. If BI's predecessor is

compacted, move from BI to its immediate predecessor, microopera-

tions which can be put in the BI's immediate predecessor without
increasing its length. The path which has BI as its root and contains

the highest BDW is chosen as the trace. Determine a set of delay
microoperations of BI. As in trace scheduling, the trace is compacted

as if it were a single basic block with list scheduling except:

1) Microoperations which are considered are those

that are in the trace but not in the set of delay
microoperations of BI.
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2) The priority assigned to microoperation J is

calculate by DJ + Cj - Pj, where

DJ is the data dependency weight of J which is

the number of microoperations dependent on

J,

Cj is the resource conflict weight of J which is

the number of potential microoperations that

have resource conflict with J, and
P j is the priority reduction value as defined

before.

3) The list scheduling compaction stops when all

microoperations originally in B1 are compacted; in

trace scheduling the compaction stops when all

microoperations in the trace are compacted.

After the list scheduling is completed, the microoperations in
the set of delay microoperations of BI which can stay in BI without

increasing its length are put in to the microinstructions in BI. The

rest of the microoperations in the set are moved down to the

immediate successor basic block of BI in the trace. Bookkeeping is

performed to preserve the semantics of the microprogram. Then,

another root basic block and a trace are selected and compacted
again until all basic blocks are compacted.

Since moving conditional jump microoperations are forbidden,

the topological structure of the control flow of the compacted
program is unchanged.
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4. The Kernighan-Lin partitioning algorithm

In [KERN70], Kernighan and Lin explain an algorithm for
partitioning a weighted, undirected graph into subsets of nodes no

larger than a given maximum size in such a way that the summation

of weights (or costs) of edges connecting between nodes of different

subsets is minimum [KERN70], [ULLM84].

The simplest partitioning problem is called the 2-way parti-
tioning problem. It can be described as follow:

" Let S be a set of 2n points, with an associated cost
matrix C = (cip, i,j =1, , 2n. We assume without loss of
generality that C is symmetric, and that cii = 0 for all i.
There is no assumption about nonnegativity of the ciits.
We wish to partition S into two sets A and B, each with n
points, such that the 'external cost' T = A XB cab is
minimal" [KERN70] p. 295.

Given a 2-way partition problem of S and C, let A and B be any

arbitrary 2-way partition, and let A* and B* be a (minimal) solution

of the problem. Obviously, there must exist subsets "X c A, Y c B

with IX' = IYI 5 n/2 such that interchanging X and Y produces A* and

B*".

The algorithm developed by Kernighan and Lin finds X and Y

approximately, without considering all possible choices, by se-

quentially identifying their elements.
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First, select a pair of nodes: al' E A and b1' E B such that the

gain, gi, (i.e. the reduction in cost between the old external cost

before the exchange and the new external cost after the exchange)

produced by their exchanging is maximum. Second, select other pair:
a2', b2' from A-far) and B-{b11} such that the gain, g2, of their

exchange, after the exchanging of faiL121:1, is maximum. Third, select

(a3',b3') from A-4 a i',a2') and B-tbi', b2') such that the gain, g3, of

their exchange, after the exchanging of (a i',b1') and (a2',b2'), is

maximum. Continue selecting node-pairs until all nodes are selected.

k
Chose k such that the partial sum = G is maximum. If G>0,

i=I

a reduction of the external cost can be achieved by moving

a ',a2',...,ak' from A to B and bl',b2',...,bk' from B to A. After the

movements are done, the resulting partitions are treated as the

initial partitions and the process is performed again from the first
step. If G =O, the partition is a locally optimum partition, which
Kernighan and Lin call a phase 1 optimal partition.

By performing numerous experiments, Kernighan and Lin ap-

proximate the p(m): the probability that a phase 1 optimal solution

of an m-node graph is a globally optimum partition, to be 2 -m /3 0

with the running time that grows as m2log(m).
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5. The KLITS algorithm

The Kernighan-Lin partitioning algorithm has demonstrated a

heuristic method dealing with a problem of optimizing the cost of a
system by moving objects which causes the system cost to be
changed. This underlying nature of the graph partitioning problem is

not much different from the microprogram global compaction

problem. In the microprogram global compaction, microoperations

are moved across basic block boundaries and the movements are
effect the microprogram (i.e. the system) cost. Because of these simi-

larities, the underlying technique of the Kernighan-Lin partitioning

algorithm can be useful for handling the microprogram global
compaction problem.

In this paper, we develop and test a global compaction

technique based on an adaptation of the Kernighan-Lin partitioning

algorithm We name this technique the Kernighan-Lin Like Iterative

Topology and ,structure- Preserving (KLITS) algorithm.

5.1. Moving rules

The semantics of the microprogram need to be preserved be-

cause the compacted microprogram, when given the same input as
the original microprogram, must produce the same result as the

original microprogram.
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When a microprogram is globally compacted, moving micro-

operations among basic blocks makes the task of debugging the
compacted microprogram difficult. If the topological structure of the

compacted microprogram is also different from the original, the

debugging becomes much more difficult [LAH83].

The KLITS algorithm is developed for microprogram global

compaction while preserving both semantics and the topological

structure of the original microprogram.

In order to preserve the topological structure of the micropro-

gram, the conditional-jump microoperation must not be moved out of

its resident basic block. And, in order to preserve the semantics of

the microprogram, when a microoperation is moved from one basic

block to other(s), some conditions have to be satisfied before the
movement can take place. In [FISH79], Fisher has cataloged

"interblock microoperation motions" which consist of 3 conditions.

Later, [FISH81] he broke them down to 6 rules "for the motion of

MOP's [microoperations] to blocks other than the one they started in".

These 6 rules are sometimes called moving rules. In [TOKO81],

similar rules are use for transferring of microtemplates between
contiguous segments. Two more rules and some additional

conditions for conditional-jump microoperations movement are

added in [LINN83], [SU84]. Since "it is also believed that the

movement of conditional [jump] microoperations beyond basic blocks

will not improve the microprogram compaction" [RA086], Rao and

Majumdar add the rule that prohibits conditional-jump microopera-
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tions movement beyond basic blocks.

In this paper, the moving rules are combined and broadened so

that they can be applied to any control flow structures such that if a

basic block has immediate successors: BI and Bj, neither Bj is a

successor (either immediate or otherwise) of B1 nor vice versa. If

the control flow structure does not fit in this category, as in Figure
III.3(a), it can be transformed so that the rules can be used, by
adding some dummy empty basic blocks as shown in Figure III.3(b).

E

B

Dumm y

C Empty
Basic Block

Dummy
Empty

Basic Block

Dummy
Empty

Basic Block

E

(a) (b)
Figure 111.3. Basic blocks structure transfromation example

The moving rules are divided into rules (or conditions) for

moving a microoperation up and for moving a microoperation down.

Both of them are presented in recursive form.
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5.1.1. Moving up

To move a microoperation up, it must be free at the top of its
resident basic block. If a microoperation is moved up (i.e. moved

from its resident basic block to basic blocks preceding its resident

basic block), copies of it must be put at the bottom of all its original
basic block's predecessors. If a copy cannot be put at the bottom of

any predecessor basic block, the microoperation cannot, be moved up

at all.

If a basic block does not terminate with a conditional-jump

microoperation, a microoperation (or a copy of a microoperation) can

always be added at its bottom. However, if the last microinstruction

of a basic block contains a conditional-jump microoperation, a micro-

operation can be promptly added to the basic block's bottom only if

the microoperation neither depends on the basic block's conditional-

jump microoperation nor writes to the registers in the side-set of the
basic block.

For moving a microoperation up, if the microoperation writes to

the side-set of a basic block but is not data dependent on the
conditional jump microoperation, it still can be added at the bottom
of the basic block if there are microoperations identical to it, which

can be moved up to the basic block, in all the basic block's successors.
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5.1.2. Moving down

To be moved down, the microoperation must be free at th e
bottom of its resident basic block. If a microoperation is moved

down (i.e. moved from its resident basic block to the basic blocks fol-

lowing its resident basic block), its copies must be added to the top of

all its former basic block's successors which have any of the micro-

operation's write registers in their live-at-the-top register sets. If its

copies can not be put at the top of some of those successor basic

blocks, the microoperation cannot be moved down at all.

A microoperation can be added at the top of a basic block that

has some of the microoperation's write registers in its live-at-the-top

register set, if there are microoperations identical to it which can be

moved down to the basic block, in all the basic block's predecessors.

However, if none of the microoperation's write registers are in the

live-at-the-top register set of that basic block, the microoperation

can be promptly added to the top of the basic block.

5.1.3. Additional restriction

To preserve the topological structure of the microprogram, an

additional restriction is put on the conditional-jump microoperation

movement:
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The conditional-jump microoperation cannot be moved out
from its original resident basic block.

5.2. Cost functions

The cost function is used to measure some of the microprogram

properties that in which we have interested. The value that is pro-

duced by a cost function is called the cost of the microprogram.

And, usually, we want the cost of the microprogram to be minimum.

Hence, the best cost is the smallest cost. Since, for different

application, we are interested in different properties of the micropro-

gram, the cost functions are varied. For example, if we are interested

in the size of a microprogram, the cost function for this application

should reflect the total number of microinstructions in the micropro-

gram.

In some global compaction techniques, the microprogram

properties to be reduced are integrated into the algorithm. For

example, in trace scheduling, the goal of the technique is to reduce

the execution time of the most likely trace (and, probably, the

average execution time of the microprogram). If other properties of

the microprogram are emphasized, the algorithm has to be altered.

In the KLITS algorithm, the specific measure of the micropro-

gram is not a part of the algorithm. Therefore, any cost functions are

accommodated by the KLITS algorithm. With the KLITS algorithm,
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reducing different properties of the microprogram can be done,

without changing the algorithm itself, by using suitable cost

functions.

For testing the KLITS algorithm in Part III, we limited the cost

function to reflect the size of the microprogram. Hence, we use the

total number of microinstructions to be the cost of the microprogram.

5.3. The algorithm

The Kernighan-Lin partitioning algorithm needs to be modified

to apply to the global compaction problem since there are some

differences between the graph partitioning problem and the global

compaction as follow:

1) When a microoperation is moved, its copies may

need to be added into several basic blocks; this

process has no match in the graph partitioning

problem.

2) Since the graph partitioning problem works on

partitions of nodes, the microprogram have to be

divided into partition also. The most obvious choice

of partitions are basic blocks. However, there are

more than two basic blocks in the microprogram

which make the global compaction problem closer

to the graph multiple partitioning problem.
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In the Kernighan-Lin partitioning algorithm, after a nodepair

is exchanged, the cost of unselected nodepairs are recalculated.

Kernighan and Lin provided a shortcut method that reduces the
recalculation times. In a microprogram global compaction, such a

recalculation may take a long time and the short-cut method given in

the Kernighan-Lin partitioning algorithm is not applicable to the
problem. So, the algorithm for global compaction is as presented

below.

1) Perform the live register analysis of all microopera-

tions in the given microprogram. With this

information, the live-at-the-top registers sets of

each basic blocks are constructed. All microopera-

tions are marked unselected. This is thittegjaInthi

of a pass.

2) Create a ready-to-move sequence, or R sequence by

2.1) Initialize the R sequence as an empty se-
quence.

2.2) Chose an unselected microoperation from the

microprogram. Use the moving rules to

determine whether it can be moved. If it can
be moved, its representative cost is

calculated. The representative cost of a
microoperation is the best (i.e. the smallest)

incremental cost of the microprogram due to

the movement of the microoperation beyond

its current basic block boundary. The repre-

sentation cost can be either positive (i.e. the
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movement increases the microprogram cost),

or negative (i.e. the movement decreases the

microprogram cost), or zero (i.e. the

movement does not change the microprogram

cost). Mark the microoperation selected and

add it to the R sequence in the order of its
representative cost. Also record the direction

of movement (up or down) that produced the

representative cost.

2.3) Repeat 2.2) until all unselected microopera-

tions are examined.

Take the first microoperation of the R sequence (i.e.

the microoperation with the smallest representative

cost) and move it, in its direction that was recorded

in 2.2, according to the manner dictated by the
moving rules. If it can be moved, put it (and its
copies) in the furthest basic block(s) that causes the

cost of the microprogram to be smallest. The

change of the microprogram cost may be different

from the microoperation representative cost

calculated in 2.2 since the position of microopera-

tions in the microprogram is changed due to the
fact that other microoperations have been moved.

Delete the microoperation from the R sequence but

keep it (and its copies) marked as selected. If the

microoperation cannot be moved in the direction

recorded, the microoperation is also deleted from
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the R sequence but it now is remarked as

unselected . The cost of the microprogram is
recorded.

4) Update the live-at-the-top register sets of basic
blocks affected by the movement. Usually, if the

direction of movement is up, only those basic blocks

that the MO and its copies were moved from need

to be updated; if the direction of movement is
down, only those basic blocks that the MO and its

copies were moved ik need to be updated. For

more detail about how to update live-at-the-top

registers sets see Part III Section 4.3.

5) Determine if there are any unselected MO's that

have now become movable because of the MO
movement of step 3. This is the same logic as the

process described in 2.2). However, in order to
save time, the previously calculated values of

representative costs for the remaining Rsequence
are not reevaluated. Rather, the values from before

the first MO movement are kept as estimates.

6) Repeat 3) to 5) again until the R sequence is empty.

This is the end of the pass.

7) Examine the series of MO movements, and identify

the last MO movement which produced the smallest

net MP cost; call it MO*. Then, start from the end of

the series, reverse the MO movements after MO* to

bring them back to the basic blocks from which
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they were moved.

8) Repeat 1) to 7) until the MO* in 7) is the beginning

of the moving sequence. Since some MO move-

ments have zero-cost, it is possible that the MO

movements from the beginning of the pass to the

MO * movement are all zero-cost movements. And,

sometimes, all these movements are reversed in the

next pass, which can cause the algorithm to run
perpetually. To prevent this undesirable situation,

a integer k is selected as a bound of how many
consecutive occurrences of zero-cost passes are

allowed.

6. Detailed example

This example is a compaction of the same example micropro-

gram used by Lah and Atkins to demonstrate the tree compaction

algorithm and to compare results with trace scheduling [LAH83]. The

purpose of this example is to illustrate in detail the steps of KLITS

compaction and also, at the same time, to compare results with both

tree compaction and trace scheduling.

The basic blocks structure with probability of execution of each

branch taken from [LAH83] is shown in Figure III.4(a).
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B2

B4 I 10 11 12
0.6 0.4

B5 113 14 115 16 17 18 B6

B7 I 19 20 21 I

(a) Basic blocks structure (with probability of execution of
each branch) [LAH83]

B3

Block Mo's Name

B1 1

2

Read
Registers
R2, R3
R1, R5

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

3 CJUMP

4
5
6 GOTO

7
8
9

1 0
11
12 CJUMP

1 3

14 GOTO

1 5

1 6

17
18

19
20
21 STOP

R3,

R9,
R2,
R4,

R8,
R1,
R11,

R2,
R3,
R4,

R3,
R3,

R6,
R2,
R2,
R11,

R6,
R7,
R4,

R4

R5
R5
R8

R8
R5
R12

R13
R5
R10

R4
R6

R8
R14
R5
R12

R10
R3
R11

Write
Registers

Resource
Vector

R1 0 1 1 0
R10 0 0 1 0
R2 1 0 1 0

R8 0 1 0 0
R2 0 0 0 1

R15 0 1 0 0

R9 0 1 0 1

R1 0 1 0 0
R8 0 0 0 1

R14 0 1 0 1

R7 0 1 0 0
R6 1 0 0 0

R9 1 0 1 0
R6 0 1 0 0

R2 0 0 0 1

R7 0 1 0 1

R4 0 1 0 0
R14 0 0 1 0

R9 0 0 0 1

R13 0 0 0 1

R3 01 10

(b) List of microoperation repersentations [LAH83]

Figure 111.4. An example microprogram from [Lah83]
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The list of microoperation representations is shown in Figure

III.4(b). In the example, the microprogram consists of 7 basic

blocks: B1 to B7, and 21 microoperations: 1 to 21. From the
probability of execution of each control branch, the major (mo st
likely) trace is Bl, B2, B4, B5 and B7. In order to make a comparison

with local compaction, we apply list scheduling local compaction to

the basic blocks of the microprogram. The compacted _microprogram

has 15 microinstructions as shown in Figure III.5(a). We also use

this value as the original cost of the MP.

In order to distinguish the step number taken in the example

from the segment number of the algorithm described in 4.3, the step

of the example is shown in Roman numerals while its corresponding

algorithm segment number is shown in Arabic numbers in square
parenthesis. The steps of the KLITS compaction are as following:

Pa ss 1

Step I [1]: The live-at-the-top register set of each basic block

is shown below. For example, R7 is live at the top of B7 because it is

read by MO 20 and there is no microoperation in B7, before MO 20,

that writes to it. R7 is also live at the top of B5 since no microopera-

tion in B5 writes to it either. However, R7 is not live at the top of B6

since it is written by MO 16 in B6.



(a)

(c)

11

10 12

13 14 16
17 18

20

9 21

(b)
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Basic Registers Live at the Top
Block

B1 R2, R3, R4, R5, R8, R9, R11, R12, R13

B2 R2, R3, R4, R5, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13

B3 R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R8, R10, R11, R12, R13

B4 R2, R3, R4, R5, R8, R10, R11, R12, R13

B5 R3, R4, R6, R7, R10, R11

B6 R3, R5, R6, R8, R10, R11, R12, R14

B7 R3, R4, R6, R7, R10, R11

Then, every microoperation is initially marked as unselected.

Step II [21: Each microoperation is examined for its movability.

If the microoperation is movable, we put it into the ready-to-move

sequence, R sequence, in the order of its cost. For example, from the

basic blocks structure, MO 1 can possibly be moved down only

because B1 is the first basic block of the microprogram (i.e. there is

no basic block for MO 1 to move up to. But, since MO 2 is dependent

on MO 1, MO 1 is not free at the bottom of B1 and, therefore, MO 1

cannot be moved down from B1 (i.e. below MO 2) without changing

the microprogram semantics. On other hand, 2 is free at the bottom

of Bl; therefore it can be moved down. If 2 is moved out of Bl, the

cost of B1 (i.e. the number of microinstructions in B1) will be reduced

by 1 (from Figure 2a.). Then, since 2 writes to R10 and R10 is live at

the tops of both B2 and B3, 2 must be moved into both B2 and B3.

After MO 2 is moved to B2 and B3, R10 is not live at the top of B2
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and B3 any more. MO 2 has neither resource conflict nor data
dependency with 4 nor 5; so, it can be put into the same microin-

struction with 4 and 5 which makes the cost of adding 2 to B2 equal

to 0. Similarly, 2 can be combined with 7 to form a microinstruction;

the cost of adding 2 to B3 is also 0. The total cost of moving 2 from

B1 to B2 and B3 is -1+0+0 = -1. MO 2 cannot be moved further

because R10 is live at the top of B4 and although 2 is free at the
bottom of B2, it is not free at the bottom of B3 since 8 is data

dependent on 2. So, the best moving cost of 2 (i.e. the changing in

the total number of microinstructions of the microprogram) is 1.

We mark 2 as selected and put it into the ready-to-move sequence,

or R sequence. We keep examining the microoperations until all

microoperations are examined. The R sequence is shown below in

the (Name,Cost,Dir) format, where Name is the name of a microopera-

tion, Cost is the microoperation moving cost (i.e. representative cost)

and Dir is the direction of moving (U for up and D for down).

R Sequence : (2,-1,D); (11,-1,U); (20,-1,U); (8,0,U);
(10,0,D); (13,0,U); (18,0,D)).

Note:

1.) All these MOs are marked as selected.

2) The MOs in the R sequence are ordered according to

their costs. The order of their appearance in the

vertical microprogram (i.e. their names) is used as a

tie-breaker.

3) The (representative) cost of a MO is the smallest

number of MIs that are added when the MO is
moved according to the current configuration of the
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MP (i.e. as in Figure III.5(a)). In the case that a MO

can be moved in either directions (up and down)

with the same representative cost, the direction of

movement recorded for that MO is up (U).

Step III [3]: From step II, 2 is the first microoperation in the R

sequence; therefore, we first move 2 down from B1 to both B2 and
B3. The cost of the MP is now 14 as shown in Figure III.5(b).

Step IV [4]: After 2 is moved, it is deleted from the R sequence

and the live-at-the-top register sets of B2, B3 and B1 are updated.

Step V [5]: All unselected MOs are checked again to determine

whether any of them can be added to the R sequence (Note: 2's in

both B2 and B3 are still marked as selected). However, there is no

MO that can be added to the R sequence; therefore,

R Sequence : (11,-1,U); (20,-1,U); (8,0,U); (10,0,D); (13,0,U);
(18,0,D)).

Step VI [6,3]: From the R sequence, 11 is the next microopera-

tion to be moved and the direction of movement is kp_. Since the

register that is written by 11, R7, is live at the top of B5, we must
move 11 to both B2 and B3. However, two extra microinstructions,

one in B2 and the other one in B3, are then needed because 11 has

resource conflict with 4 and 6 in B2, and 7 and 8 in B3. Because of

these conflicts, the cost of moving 11 from B4 to B2 and B3 is 1 (-1
from B4 +1 for B2 and +1 for B3). But, in both B2 and B3, 11's are
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free at the top; so, we move both 11's up to B1 where it shares an MI

with 3, saving two MIs for a net cost of +1-2=-1. The cost of the MP

is now 13 as illustrated in Figure III.5(c). Again, we delete 11 from
the R sequence.

Step VII [4]: Update live-at-the-top register sets of B4, B3, B2

and Bl.

Step VIII [5]: We try to find unselected MOs to add to the R
sequence, but none is found. The R sequence is shown below.

R Sequence : {(20,-1,U); (8,0,U); (10,0,D); (13,0,U); (18,0,D))

Step IX [6,3]: From the R sequence, 20 is the first MO in the
sequence. Since 20 is still free at the top of the B7 it can be moved

up. We move 20 up from B7 to both B5 and B6 where in each case it

fits in an existing MI (i.e. {13,14) and {17,18 }, respectively) without

conflict. The cost of the movement is -1. The cost of the MP is now
12 as shown in Figure III.5(d). As before, 20 is deleted from the R
sequence.

Step X [4]: The live-at-the-top registers set of B7 is updated.

Step XI [5]: Again, we cannot find any unselected MOs to be
added to the R sequence. The R sequence is now as shown below.

R Sequence : {(8,0,U); (10,0,D); (13,0,U); (18,0,D))
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Step XII [6,3]: The R sequence hints that 8 should be moved 112

since in step I, 8 could be moved from B3 to B1 because it was free

at the top of B3. However, in step III, 2 was moved to B3 and 8 is

data dependent on 2: 8 writes over R1 which is read by 2, so, at this

step, 8 is no longer free at the top of B3. Hence 8 cannot be m o v e d

up as illustrated in Figure III.6(a). We remove 8 from the R

sequence and mark it as unselected.

Step XIII [4,5]: When all unselected MOs are examined, 8 is

examined as well. We find that 8 can be moved down and the cost of

the moving is 0. Therefore, we add 8 to the R sequence. The R

sequence is shown below.

R Sequence : [(8,0,D); (10,0,D); (13,0,U); (18,0,D)}

Step XIV [3]: 8 is moved down from B3 to B6. The cost of the

movement is 0. So, the cost of the MP is still 12 as shown in Figure

III.6(b). After all information is update [4], no MO can be added to

the R sequence [5]. The R sequence is shown below.

R Sequence : [(10,0,D); (13,0,U); (18,0,D)}

Step XV [6,3,4,5]: 10 is moved down from B4 to B6 [3].

However, the cost of moving 10 down at this step is 1 which is not

the same as the cost calculated at step I. In step 1 (i.e. the original

configuration of the MP: Figure III.5(a)), 10 had to be moved down t o

B6 since the register that it writes (R14) was live at the top of B6

(but was not live at the top of B5). When 10 was moved out of B4,
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11 and 12 could be combined into a single microinstruction; so, the

cost of moving 10 out was 1. But to add 10 into B6, the new micro-

instruction had to be created for 10, since it was in conflict with 15.

Therefore, at step I, the total cost of moving 10 was 0.

At this step (step XV), however, B4 has only one microinstruc-

tion: {10,12). The cost of moving 10 out of B4 is, therefore, 0. This

makes the total cost of moving 10 down to be 1. The cost of the MP

is increased to 13 as shown in Figure III.6(c). After performing [4,5],

the R sequence at the end of this step is

R Sequence : {(13,0,U); (18,0,D))

Step XVI [6,3,4,5]: We move 13 up from B5 to B2 and B3 [3];

the cost of the movement is 0. The cost of the MP is 13 as shown in

Figure III.6(d), and the R sequence is

R Sequence : {(18,0,D))

Step XVII [6,3,4,5]: The only MO left in the R sequence is 18.

We move it down from B6 to B7. The movement makes the MP cost

to be 14 as shown in Figure III.7(a). Since no unselected MO can be

added to the R sequence, the R sequence is now empty.

Step XVIII [7]: The costs of the MP from step I to step XVII

are compared; the smallest ones appeared at step IX and step XIV
which are 12. The latest step of them is chosen. The rest of the
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Figure 111.7 Detailed Example Steps Group 3

sequence of the microoperation movements (step XV to step XVII)

are reversed: 18 is moved from B7 back to B6, 13 from B2 and B3

back to B5, and 10 from B6 back to B4. The MP is now as shown in

Figure III.7(b).

Pass 2
Step XIX [1]; All MOs are now marked as unselected and

examined. Those that are movable are put in the R sequence as
follow:

R Sequence : (13,0,U); (2,1,U); (2,1,U); (8,1,U); (10,1,D);
(11,1,D); (18,1,D); (20,1,D); (20,1,U)).
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Note: The cost of moving 8 up is 1 because the moving rules

that are used to determine the movability of MOs are not

"symmetric". They allow a MO which writes to a register that is dead

at the top of a successor basic block to be moved down to that basic

block without any additional conditions. However, when a MO is

moved up from its current resident basic block, its copies have to be

added to All predecessors of the current basic block.

Step MO's
Name

From To MO's
Cost

MP's
Cost

R Sequence

Via 1 3 B5 B2,B3 0 1 2 (2,1,U); (2,1,U);
(8,1,U); (10,1,D);
(11,1,1D); (18,1,D);
(20,1,D); (20,1,U)

XXII 2 B2,B3 B1 1 13 (8,1,U); (10,1,D);
(11,1,D); (18,1,D);
(20,1,D); (20,1,U)

XXIII 8 B6 B1 0 13 (10,1,D); (11,1 , D );
(18,1,D); (20,1,D);
(20,1,U)

XXIV 10 B4 B6 1 14 (11,1,D); (18,1,D);
(20,1,D); (20,1,U)

XXV 1 1 B1 B4 0 14 (18,1,D); (20,1,D);
(20,1,U)

XXVI 1 8 B6 B7 1 15 (18,1,D); (20,1,D);
(20,1,U)
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Step XXVII: Move 20 from B6 and B5 to B7, the moving cost is
0. The microprogram cost is 15. The R sequence is now empty again;

the best cost is at step 10. The movements from step XXI to step
XXVII are revised. All the MOs are marked unselected and

examined. The R sequence is reconstructed. In this pass (step XX to

step XXVII), all the moving from the beginning to the best cost are

zero-cost movements. If the movements in the sequence to achieve
the best cost in the next pass are all zero-cost too, the compaction
will terminate.

The next pass has 7 steps (step XXVIII to step XXXIII), and the

sequence of microoperation movements are very similar to the

previous pass (i.e. pass 2). The sequence from the beginning of the

pass up to the best microprogram cost consists of only one step: step

XXVIII which is moving 13 from B2 and B3 to B5 with moving cost of
0. Since for the second pass in a row the sequence consists of only
zero-cost movements, the compaction is terminated. The final
compacted microprogram is shown in Figure III.9(a).

The results of tree compaction and trace scheduling on the
same microprogram are shown in Figure III.9(b) and (c),

respectively. The comparison summary is shown in Figure 111.8.
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Time in the
major trace

Weighted
time

Space needed Space time
product

KLITS 7 7.8 1 2 93.6
Compaction

Tree 8 8.4 1 3 109.2
Compaction

Trace 7 7.52 21 157.92
Scheduling

List 1 0 10.8 1 5 162.0
Scheduling
local
Compaction

Figure 111.8. Comparison summary
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In this example, for each basic block containing a conditional-

jump microoperation, the probabilities of execution of each branch
were given. So, the probability of each basic block to be executed
can be calculated. Using these probabilities, the major trace (i.e. the

trace which has the highest probability of execution) can be picked.

The time in trace is the number of microinstructions in the
major trace after the compaction. The weighted time is the sum-
mation of the product of the number of microinstructions in the basic
block and the probability that the basic block is executed, for every
basic block in the microprogram. This should be the same as the
average execution time of the compacted microprogram, assuming

each microinstruction has the same execution time. The space
needed is the total number of microinstructions in the compacted
microprogram. And, the space-time product is the product of the
weighted time and the space needed.

The KLITS compaction shows improvement over the tree

compaction in all categories. The trace scheduling shows the same
number of microinstructions in the major trace and 3.58%

improvement in weighted time over the KLITS compaction.

However, the extra space used to make that 3.58% improvement is a
75% increase. The space-time produce of the trace scheduling is

74.76% bigger than the KLITS result.
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7. Summary and conclusions

The microprogram global compaction algorithm called KLITS

uses moving rules to move microoperations across basic block

boundaries; however, by utilizing Kernighan -Lin like iterations, the

whole search tree need not be considered before a good solution can

be found. Instead, the KLITS algorithm is divided into passes. Each

pass constructs and revises a sequence of microoperation

movements. This sequence will produce a microprogram that has no

worse cost than the one at the beginning of the sequence, although it

may contain some movements that, by themselves, increase the

microprogram cost. A sequence of microoperation movements is

constructed by ordering microoperation movements according to the

changed in the microprogram cost due to those movements. In each

sequence, each microoperation may be moved no more than once.
Then, the sequence is revised in such a way that the sequence ended

at the microoperation that produces the microprogram with the

smallest cost. The algorithm is terminated when the sequence of the

pass cannot produce a better microprogram than the one it starts

from.

By not integrating any specific cost measure to its algorithm,

the KLITS algorithm is more adaptable to the needs of users than

trace scheduling and global compactions that following its foot steps.
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The KLITS algorithm retains the original topological structure.

In contrast, the microprogram compacted by trace scheduling may

have a changed topological structure as illustrated by Figure III.4(a)

and Figure III.9(c). This may make debugging much more difficult.

Tree compaction also preserves the topological structure of the

original microprogram. However, in the KLITS algorithm, micro-

operations can be moved farther than allowed by tree compaction.

Hence, the chance that a microoperation can be combined with other

microoperations to form a microinstruction is greater in the KLITS
algorithm.

The KLITS algorithm presented here showed encouraging result

with a previously published example. The KLITS compaction showed

improvement over tree compaction in all categories. Trace

scheduling showed the same number of microinstructions in the
major trace and 3.58% improvement in weighted time over the KLITS
compaction. However, the extra space used to make that 3.58%
improvement was a 75% increase. The space-time product of trace

scheduling was 74.76% bigger (worse) than the KLITS result.

Both tree compaction and trace scheduling have the primary

goal of reducing the execution of the major trace while the goal of the

KLITS compaction can be easily changed, without altering the

algorithm, by using a different cost function. The cost function used

in the example was the number of total microinstructions of the
microprogram. And from the example, the KLITS produced the
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smallest number of the microinstructions.

In order to understand more of the KLITS algorithm behavior,

the algorithm was implemented and used on samples from a model

of microprograms (pseudo-microprograms). The results of experi-

ments are reported and discussed in Part III.
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Chapter IV Experiments on the KLITS Algorithm

Abstract

Microprogram global compaction has been widely studied. In

Part II we developed a global compaction algorithm based on an
adaptation of the Kernighan-Lin partitioning algorithm. This new

algorithm, called KLITS, has been applied to some previously pub-
lished example microprograms. The results on these examples are
encouraging.

This paper further tests and studies the KLITS algorithm. A

method for modeling microprograms as pseudo-microprograms is

described. In order to test the KLITS algorithm, both pseudo-micro-

program generation and KLITS global compaction are implemented.

For each pseudo-microprogram generated, both local compaction (list

scheduling) and the KLITS global compaction technique are applied.

The results from both techniques are reported and compared. The

behavior of the KLITS algorithm in experiments on pseudo-micropro-

grams is discussed in terms of compaction time and improvement
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over local compaction.
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1. Introduction

The simulation experiments in Part III are intended to test a
global compaction technique named the Kernighan-Lin _Like Iterative

Topology and Structure-Preserving (KLITS) algorithm. The purpose

of testing the KLITS algorithm, which was constructed in Part II, is to
better understood its behavior. In order to test the KLITS algorithm

on large amounts of microprogram some kind of automatic genera-
tion of vertical microprograms is essential. The "microprogram"

generated does not need to be a real microprogram, it only needs

those characteristics of a real microprogram actually used by com-

pactions. For example, the compaction does not need the specific

functions of each microoperation, but the compaction must be able to
determine data dependencies and resource constraints among micro-
operations. A microprogram generated in the experiment is called a

pseudo-microprogram, or PMP. The process of generating a pseudo-

microprogram is divided into two parts: the basic block structure
generation, and the pseudo-microoperation or PMO generation.
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2. The model of microprogram used in the simulation
(pseudo-microprogram)

The microprograms used in the experiments are not real micro-
programs. They are representation of the information about micro-

programs needed for compaction. These model microprograms, or
pseudo-microprograms, are described in two sections: the model
microoperations, or pseudo-microoperations, and the control flow
structures.

2.1. The pseudo-microoperations

The pseudo-microoperations (PMOs) encode the information re-

quired for proper compaction of microoperations in a microprogram.

The PMO representation is adapted from the six-tuple, <name, I, 0, U,
T, F>, used for representing microoperation semantics described in
[LAND80], [DAVI81]. The tuple elements there were

"(1) name-an identification of the MO to be per-
formed,

(2) I-the set of all storage resources whose con-
tents are required by the MO as input,

(3) 0-the set of all storage resources into which
the MO places output,

(4) U-the set of all functional units required by
the MO while the MO is executing,

(5) T-the set of processor clock phases required
for MO execution, and

(6) F-the set of all microinstruction fields re-
quired by the MO (they contain the encoding
of the MO and possibly immediate data)."
[LAND80]
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The elements (5) and (6) are droppedl to make local com-
paction easier. Therefore, each PMO consists of

1) the name2 or identifier of the microoperation,

2) Iset, the set of registers read by it,
3) Oset3, the set of registers written by it, and

4) Uset, the set of operators (or transitory storage

units, or resources) used by it.

2.2. The control flow structure

A microprogram is composed of basic blocks. A basic block is a

longest sequence of microoperations such that it has only a single
entry and a single exit. The next microoperation of each microopera-

tion is, usually, found at the next address. However, sometimes the

next address may not be in the same basic block if the next address

is a destination of a jump (either conditional or unconditional) micro-

operation.

A basic block is usually, but not always, terminated by a jump
microoperation. If the basic block is terminated by a jump micro-
operation, the microoperation executed next after the jump micro-
operation is the first microoperation of the destination basic block.
In the case of a conditional-jump microoperation, there may be more

1. The PMO becomes a single phase uncoded microoperation.
2. In [LAND80], [DAVI811 the name indicates the function of the

MO (e.g. ADD, MOVE). For a PMO, its name is only used to
distinguish it from another.

3. For the conditional-jump pseudo-microoperation, the Oset is
empty [SU84].
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than one next microoperation.

The control flow of a microprogram is illustrated by the con-

nections between basic blocks in the microprogram. Control flow is

usually represented by a directed graph whose nodes represent basic

blocks of the microprogram. An edge connects the bottom of one

basic block to the top of each basic block which may contain the next

microinstruction. For each microinstruction in the microprogram, the

next microinstruction may be either the one at the next address
(which may or may not be in the same basic block with the current

microinstruction) or the first microinstruction of another basic block

which is the destination of either a conditional-jump or an uncondi-
tional-jump microoperation that terminates the current basic block.

If a block Bj may be executed right after the block B1 is executed for

some set of data then, there must exist an edge from BI to Bj.

3. Generation of the pseudo-microprogr a m

For testing the KLITS algorithm, pseudo-microprograms are

generated and then compacted by the algorithm. In this section the

process of generating a pseudo-microprogram is discussed. The

process is divided in two: generation of the basic block structure, or

the control flow structure, and generation of the pseudo-microopera-

tions. A control flow structure is generated first with all its basic

blocks initially empty. Then, PMOs are generated and put into these

basic blocks.
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3.1. Generation of the control flow structure

In these experiments, the control flow is generated by ran-

domly assigning empty basic blocks into levels, then randomly con-

necting basic blocks from one level to basic blocks in the immediate

successor level, while observing some conventions adopted to ensure

reasonable-looking control-flow graphs.

The control flow for a PMP is generated level by level until the

specified total number of basic blocks in the PMP (#BLOCK) is
reached. Except for the first and the last level which have only one

basic block each, the number of basic blocks in each level is a

pseudo-random integer chosen from the range
[1,#MAXBLOCKPERLEVELl. However, if any level has a single basic

block, the next level must have more than one basic block. This is

forced by continuing to generate a new number of basic blocks for
this next level until it is greater than one. If the number picked for

the number of basic blocks of that level is greater than or equal to

the number of basic blocks left, the number of the basic blocks used

is instead the number of basic blocks left minus one (e.g. if the total
number of basic blocks generated so far is, say, #BLOCK-4 and the

number picked for the next level is 4 or greater, the number of basic

blocks for that level is changed to 3). If the total number of basic
blocks in all levels generated so far (including the first level) is two
less than #BLOCK, this means that the next level will be the level

immediately before the last level and it would have a single basic
block. Instead of building one more level with one basic block, the
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"extra" basic block is added to the current level generated, and the

program terminates with one block in the last level.

After the total number of basic blocks in all levels equals

#BLOCK, the next step of generating the control flow is to determine

the control flow paths between these basic blocks. For our simula-
tion, only loop-free structures are considered. This means there
exists no control flow path through one level back to an earlier level.

Control flow paths only exist between basic blocks in one level

and the basic blocks in the immediate following level. For each basic

block, BI, basic blocks from the level immediately following its resi-
dent level are picked randomly #MAXBRANCH times. These basic

blocks are used as the destination of the control flow paths which are

originated from B1. Repetition is allowed in the picking; therefore,

some basic blocks may have less than #MAXBRANCH branches
radiated from them. When all basic blocks in the current level have

successors, the next level becomes the current level. Before the con-

trol flow paths from this level to the next level are defined, all basic

blocks have to be checked for two qualifications:

1) every basic block must have at least one pre-
decessor (except, of course, in the first level), and

2) if a basic block has only a single predecessor in the

previous level, that predecessor must have other
successors.
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If the first qualification is not true, a basic block from the
previous level is picked randomly and a control flow path from that

picked basic block is established.

If a basic block, BI, fails the second qualification, another basic

block of the same level is randomly picked to be another successor of

the predecessor of Bp

Because of these remedies, some basic blocks may be a source

of more than #MAXBRANCH number of control flow paths.

3.1.1. An example

This example will demonstrate the process of generating the
control flow of a pseudo-microprogram. The parameters used in the

generation process are #BLOCK (i.e. the total number of basic blocks

in the PMP), #MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL (i.e. the setting number of maxi-

mum basic blocks per level), and #MAXBRANCH (i.e. the target

branch capacity per basic block). The values of these parameters are

shown below.

#BLOCK = 7

#MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL = 4

#MAXBRANCH = 2

The first level and the last level have only one block each. So,

there are 5 basic blocks left to be assigned to other levels. Random
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integers from 1 to 4 (#M AXBLOCKPERLEVEL) are used to determine

the number of basic blocks in each level. For level 2, the number is
3; therefore, 3 basic blocks: 2, 3, and 4 are assigned. The random
integer for level 3 is 1. The basic block 5 is, then, assigned to level 3.

However, only one basic block is left to be added. If an extra level is

constructed, the control flow will have two adjacent levels which
have one basic block in each as illustrated in Figure IV.1(a). Instead,

the extra basic block is added to the level 3 as demonstrated in
Figure IV.1(b). The final lay out of the control flow is shown in
Figure IV.1(c).

6

El
(a)

a
no

El
(b) (c)

cm

6

Figure IV.1 An example of basic blocks Lay out generation

After the basic blocks layout of the control flow is finished, we

start to generate paths between basic block. Because #MAXBRANCH

is 2, for each basic block, 2 random integers are picked for
determining its destinations. Start with level 1, from the basic blocks

layout in figure 1, random integers from 2 to 4 are picked twice; both
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are 2. The path from basic block 1 to basic block 2 is connected as in

figure 2. Basic blocks 3 and 4 do not yet have predecessors, so, since
level 1 has only 1 basic block, the paths from basic block 1 to basic

blocks 3 and 4 are added. Similarly, random integers between 5 to 6

are picked for basic block 2, basic block 3 and basic block 4; these

integers are 5, 5, 5, 5, 6 and 6, respectively. The paths corresponding

to these numbers are connected. With these connections, basic block

6 has one predecessor: basic block 4, and basic block 4 also has only

one successor: basic block 6. A random integer from 5 to 6 is picked

again to be used as another successor of basic block 4; the number is

5 (we keep picking the number until it is not 6). Finally, the paths

from basic block 5 and basic block 6 to basic block 7 are connected.

The process of generating the control is now complete as shown in
Figure IV.2(i).

3.2. Generation of the pseudo-microoperations

During the control flow structure generation, all basic blocks

are created empty. After that process ends, pseudo-microoperations

are generated and placed in each basic block. No basic block is left
empty when generation of the pseudo-microoperations finishes. The

number of microoperations generated for each basic block is ran-

domly chosen from [2, #MAXMO]. If a basic block has more than one

branches leading from it, a conditional-jump pseudo-microoperation

is add at the end of the basic block.
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Figure IV.2. An example of control flow generation
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The process of pseudo-microoperation generation used here is

similar to one described in [FISH79]. There are 5 parameters used in

generating a pseudo-microoperation; they are:

#RES : the number of operators (resources) avail-

able,

#RESU4 : the number of operators used by each

pseudo-microoperation (i.e. the number of

operators in Uset),

#REGS : the number of registers available,

#REGSR : the number of registers read per pseudo-

microoperation (i.e. the number of registers

in Iset), and

#REGSW : the number of registers written per

pseudo-microoperation (i.e. the number of
registers in Oset).

For each of the pseudo-microoperations, its Uset is constructed

by picking #RESU integers from uniformly distributed integers in the

range [1,#RES]. The pseudo-microoperation uses the one available

unit of each operator picked. Repeated selection of the same opera-
tors is possible, so some pseudo-microoperations possibly use fewer

than others when #RESU is greater than one. A similar process is

4. All conditional-jump pseudo-microoperation use a unique
operator which is not use by other pseudo-microoperations.
This is accomplished by assigning. the #RESU+1 operator to
every conditional-jump pseudo-microoperation. Hence, a
conditional-jump pseudo-microoperation is always conflict-free
with any non-conditional-jump pseudo-microoperations.
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also used for determining the Iset and Oset of each pseudo-micro-
operation, so each may read from 1 to #REGSR registers and write
from 1 to #REGSW.

Values for each parameter used by Fishers
#RES = 4

#RESU = 1

#REGS = 6

#REGSR = 2

#REGSW = 1

Values used in the simulation
#RES = 10
#RESU = 1

#REGS = 3 0

#REGSR = 2

#REGSW = 1

#MAXMO = 5

These values are used because we want our PMPs to have wide

PMIs (i.e. PMIs can contain several PMOs).

Each PMO has a unique name. If two PMOs have the same Iset,

Oset and Uset, they are identical pseudo-microoperations. If PMOI

precedes PMOJ in the vertical PMP, PMOJ is data dependent on PMOI

if at least one the followings is true:

5. Values used in [FISH79] which he felt to represent the PUMA.
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1) The Iset of PMOJ and the Oset of PMOI are not dis-

joint; or

2) The Iset of PMOI and the Oset of PMOJ are not dis-

joint; or

3) The Oset of PMOI and the Oset of PMOJ are not dis-

joint; or

4) There exists a pseudo-microoperation P M OK such

that PMOK is data dependent on PMOI and PMOJ is

data dependent on PMOK.

This modeling does not make any distinction between data
dependency (i.e. condition 1) and data antidependency (i.e. condi-

tions 2 and 3). Since most compactions (both local and global) do not

treat them differently, in order to allow comparison of our algo-
rithms with others, the different nature of data antidependency is

deliberately ignored.

Two pseudo-microoperations are conflict -free if their Usets are
disjoint. A pseudo- microinstruction, or PMI, is a set of PMOs that are

conflict-free and have no dependency among them. If PM0 j is data

dependent on PMOI, PMOI must be placed in a PMI "above" the PMI

in which PMOJ is placed.
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4. Compaction

In Part II, a microprogram global compaction (KLITS) algo-

rithm, based on an adaptation of the Kernighan-Lin iterative method,

was shown. This KLITS algorithm is used to compact a number of

pseudo-microprograms in our experiments. The algorithm moves
only those microoperations that can be moved without affecting
either the semantics or the topological structure (control flow pat-

tern) of the microprogram.

The conditions required for moving a microoperation across

basic block boundaries without changing the semantics of the micro-

program are called the moving rules (for more discussion on moving
rules see Part II).

The purpose of any global compaction is to improve micropro-

gram compaction further from the result that can be achieved by
local compaction of each basic block. This by no mean implies that a

global compaction needs to start with a local compaction. In our
simulation, a local compaction is performed at the first step of algo-
rithm. This is not a necessary step for the KLITS compaction. The

local compaction is done to provide a comparison with global com-
paction.
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4.1. The cost function

In each experiment, the total number of (pseudo)microinstruc-

tions in a (pseudo)microprogram is used as the cost measure. The

actual cost of each microoperation movement is calculated by recom-

pacting the basic block from which the microoperation is moved and

the basic block(s) to which it is moved. Then, the minimum actual

cost that can be achieved by moving a pseudo-microoperation across

basic block boundaries is used for that pseudo-microoperation repre-

sentative cost. The local compaction technique called list scheduling

[FISH79] is employed for compacting and recompacting basic blocks

because

1) it has been used by several global compaction tech-

niques.

2) It is easy to implement.

3) When the number of microoperations in the basic
block is small, list scheduling produces very good

results.

In list scheduling local compaction, each microoperation in the
basic block is assigned a priority. Then, a set of microoperations

which have no predecessors except those that were already placed in

microinstructions is constructed; this set is called the data ready set
or Dset. The D-set is initialized with all microoperations that do not

have any predecessors. A microinstruction is formed by grouping

microoperations from the D-set according to their priority. The

microoperation with the highest priority is taken out from the D-set
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and placed first in the empty microinstruction. The microoperations

remaining in the Dset are examined in order of their priority. Each

is taken out from the Dset and added into the newly formed micro-

instruction if it does not conflict with those already there. If such a
conflict does exist, the microoperation is not selected. The process is
repeated until either no more microoperations can be added into the
forming microinstruction or the Dset is exhausted. After the new
microinstruction is completed, the D-set is updated (since some
microoperations are placed in the microinstruction, their successors
may become data ready). The compaction terminates when all

microoperations in the basic block are placed in microinstructions.

A basic block may have a conditional-jump or unconditional-

jump microoperation, but by the definition of a basic block, there can
not be any microoperation in the same basic block after a jump
microoperation. A special consideration is made when compacting a

basic block with a jump microoperation: a jump microoperation is
given the lowest priority (0) and can only be put in a microinstruc-
tion which has no successor microoperations. Although, in the real
microprogram, the microinstruction containing a conditional-jump

microoperation must be the last microinstruction of the basic block,
in our implementation, it is possible that after the conditional-jump

microoperation was placed in the microinstruction the D-set may not
be empty, which means that there might be microinstructions fol-

lowing the one that has the conditional-jump microoperation. How-

ever, these microinstructions do not have any data dependency rela-
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tion with the microinstruction containing the conditional-jump micro-

operation.

Thus in an actual microprogram the remaining microinstruc-

tions would be placed immediately before the jump, but in the

simulation that rearrangement is unnecessary.

Fisher experimented with strategies for assigning priorities. He

reports that the performance of the strategies which are related to
the height of microoperation in the successor graph are very good
compared with other heuristics tested. The height of a microopera-
tion is defined as follow:

"(a) If a task [microoperation] has no successors,
its height is 1.

(b) Otherwise, find the successors of the task
whose height is the largest, say height h. If
one of those tasks is a strict successor6, then
the given task has height h+1. Otherwise, the
given task has height h." [FISH79].

In our simulation, the simplest strategy is utilized. That is, the
height of the microoperation is used as its priority. In the case that

two PMO's have the same height, the numbers of their successors are

used as the tie-breaker: the one which has more successors is given

the higher priority.

6 . The strict successor is the successor that must be executed
after the microoperation (not at the same time). In these
experiments, all successors are strict successors.
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4.2. The moving rules

The moving rules are used to decide if the microoperation can

be moved beyond its current basic block and also govern t h e

changing of the microprogram content after such a movement is per-

formed if it can be performed at all. The cost function is then used to

determine the changing of the microprogram cost due to the micro-
operation movement.

The moving rules that are discussed in Part II are used in the
implementation of the KLITS. For more informations see Section 4.1

in Chapter III.

4.3. The algorithm (global compaction of the PMP)

After the pseudo-microprogram is generated, we perform a
local compaction (using the list scheduling technique [FISH79]) on

every basic block; the number of total pseudo-microinstructions is

used as the current cost of the PMP.

All pseudo-microoperations are initially marked as unselected.

Then, each PMO is checked for its movability according to the moving

rules.

If a PMO is movable, its cost is determined by calculating the

effect of its movement on the total number of PMIs. In our imple-

mentation, this calculation is done by recompacting both the basic
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blocks to which the PMO is moved and the basic blocks from which

the PMO is moved. The best (i.e. the smallest) change of the PMP
cost (i.e. the number of total pseudo-microinstructions) that can be

achieved by moving the PMO out of its current resident basic block,

even if that cost may be worse than the current one, is used as the
representative cost of that PMO. This representative cost can be

positive (if the movement increases the PMP cost), or negative (if the

movement decreases the PMP cost), or zero (if the movement does

not change the PMP cost at all). In the case that a PMO can be moved

in both directions (i.e. up and down), and the minimum repre-
sentative costs of both direction are the same, then, the up direction

is (arbitrary) chosen. Its representative cost and the direction of
movement (i.e. up or down) are recorded for each PMO.

After the representative costs and movability of all PMOs are

determined, the PMOs which are movable are put, in order according

to their representative costs, into the ready to move sequence or R-

sequence, and marked as selected. The PMO with the best
(minimum) representative cost is the first in the R-sequence. If the
representative costs of pseudo-microoperations are the same, their
order of appearance in the original vertical pseudo- microprogram

(i.e. their names) is (arbitrary) used as a tie-breaker.

The first PMO (i.e. the one with minimum representative cost)

in the R-sequence is chosen and taken out from the R-sequence. The

PMO is moved in the same direction which was recorded earlier. If

the PMO can be moved in that direction, it must be moved to the
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basic block (or basic blocks) which produces the minimum cost. This

basic block (or basic blocks) may not be the same as the one that
produced the representative cost which has been calculated earlier.

Similarly, the cost of the PMO movement may not be the same as its
representative cost. If there are several places which produce the
same cost, the PMO is moved to the basic block (or group of basic
blocks) that is farthest from its previous resident basic block. The

live-at-the-top register sets are updated as follows:
1) If a PMO is moved down out of a basic block, the

live-at-the-top registers set of that basic block is
unchanged.

2) If a PMO is moved up out of a basic block, the live-

at-the-top registers set of that basic block needs to

be recalculated. This process is not complicated

since not all live-at-the-top registers sets of the
basic block successors are affected. We can simply

union all of those sets, delete all registers that

become "dead" because PMOs in the basic block

write to them and add registers that become live
because PMOs in the basic block read them.

If a PMO is moved up into of a basic block, the live-

at-the-top registers set of that basic block is

unchanged.

4) If a PMO is moved down into of a basic block, the

live-at-the-top registers set of that basic block

needs to be recalculated. The process is similar to
2).
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Any time that the live-at-the-top registers set of a
basic block is changed (i.e. when it is recalculated

and the result is not the same as before), all live-at-

the-top registers sets of that basic block's predeces-

sors have to be recalculated.

If a PMO cannot be moved in the predetermined direction, it is

not moved at all. It is still taken out of the R-sequence, but it is

marked unselected.

When a PMO is moved, the PMP is changed. This change

usually changes the cost of the PMP. The new cost of the PMP after

the PMO movement is recorded. In order to save time, the pre-
viously calculated values of representative costs for the remaining

Rsequence are not reevaluated. Rather, the values from before the

first MO movement are kept as estimates. Then, all unselected PMOs

are checked again; if any PMO becomes movable, it is put into the R-

sequence.

When the R-sequence is empty (i.e. no movable unselected

PMO is left), the sequence of PMO movements is examined. The

minimum cost of the sequence is located; the PMO that produced the

minimum cost is marked. In the event that more than one location

in the sequence yield the same minimum cost, the latest PMO move-

ment that gives the minimum cost is marked. Then, starting from

the last PMO to the PMO that is moved immediately after the marked

PMO in the sequence, the PMOs are moved back one at a time until
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the PMP's cost is the same as the minimum cost. At this point, we
say that another pass of the algorithm is completed. If the mini-

mum cost in the sequence is worse than the starting cost that existed

before the first PMO movement of the sequence, the PMP is reversed

all the way back to the state of the starting cost and the compaction
is now completed. Otherwise, a new pass is begun by marking all
PMOs unselected; and the compaction continues. To prevent the

algorithm from running perpetually, if, in two consecutive passes, all

PMO movements are zero-cost movements, the algorithm is termi-

nated.
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5. Experiments on previous examples

5.1. Tree compaction example [LAH83]

This example is described in a paper on "Tree Compaction"
[LAH83]. The microprogram has 21 microoperations and 7 basic
blocks. When local compaction (list scheduling) is applied to the

example, the compaction result is 15 microinstructions. The com-
parison summary is shown below.

Time in Trace
(MIs In Trace)

Comparison

Weighted
Time

Summary

Space needed Space-time
(Total MIs) product

Tree 8 8.4 13 109.2
Compaction

Trace 7 7.52 21 157.92
Scheduling

KLITS 7 7.8 12 90.36
Compaction

In this example, for each basic block containing a conditional-

jump microoperation, the probabilities of execution of each branch
are given. So, the probability of each basic block to be executed can

be calculated. Using these probabilities, the major trace (i.e. the trace

which has the highest probability of execution) can be picked.
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The time in trace is the number of microinstructions in the
major trace after the compaction. The weighted time is the sum-
mation of the product of the number of microinstructions in the basic

block and the probability that the basic block is executed, for every

basic block in the microprogram. This should be the same as the
average execution time of the compacted microprogram, assuming

each microinstruction has the same execution time The space
needed is the total number of microinstructions in the compacted
microprogram. And, the space-time product is the product of the
weighted time and the space needed.

The KLITS compaction shows improvement over the tree com-
paction in all categories. The trace scheduling shows the same num-

ber of microinstructions in the major trace and 3.58% improvement
in weighted time over the KLITS compaction. However, the extra

space used to make that 3.58% improvement is a 75% increase. The

space-time produce of the trace scheduling is 74.76% bigger than the
KLITS result.

5.2. Rao's example [RA086]

Rao and Majumdar describe an algorithm for global compaction.

They demonstrated their algorithm on an example in [RA086]. The

example consists of 37 microoperations and 9 basic blocks. The list

scheduling local compaction yields 32 microinstructions.



Rao's
algorithm8

Total
MI 23

Comparison Summary
Trace Tree

scheduling compaction9

23 28

1 4 1

KLITS
compaction

23

The KLITS compaction result shows an improvement over tree

compaction. It also produce the same number of microinstructions as

Rao's algorithm and trace scheduling.

6. Experiments on pseudo-microprograms

The KLITS algorithm and a pseudo-microprograms generator

have been implemented in Turbo Pascal Version 3.010. All of the

experimented were run on an IBM AT computer" with 4.77 MHz

clock speed and 640 Kb of memory under the PC DOS 3.2 operating

system.

7. In their paper, Rao and Majumdar did not report any detail
about other compactions (i.e. trace scheduling and tree
compaction) except their final results.

8. In their paper, Rao and Majumdar did not report any detail
about other compactions (i.e. trace scheduling and tree
comaction) except their final result.

9. This result is similar to that produced by GDDG (Generalized
Data Dependency graph [ISOD83]) compaction [RA086].

10. Turbo Pascal is a registered trademark of Borland
International, Inc.

11. IBM AT is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corp.
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For each set of values of #MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL and
#MAXBRANCH, the value of #BLOCK had a range of values. For each

value of #BLOCK, 4 control structures of pseudo-microprograms were

generated. And, for each control structure 15 pseudo-microprograms

were generated and compacted by KLITS. So, the total of 60 pseudo-
microprograms were presented for each set of

#MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL, #MAXBRANCH, and #BLOCK. The values

which were used for #MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL, #MAXBRANCH, and

#BLOCK are:

#MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL #MAXBRANCH #BLOCK

2 2 10, 13, 16, 20, 25

4 2 10, 13, 16, 20, 25

6 3 13, 16, 20

6.1. Experimental experience

For each number of basic blocks: 13,16 and 20; there are 180
experiments (i.e. 180 PMPs tested). For 10 and 25 basic blocks, there
are 120 experiments each. Hence, the total number of experiments
are 780.

For each experiment, a PMP was generated by the process dis-

cussed before. All the random numbers used in the process were

recorded, so that the same PMP can be reconstructed if necessary.
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These data were recorded: the number of PMOs, the number of

PMIs produced by local compaction, the number of PMIs produced
by the KLITS algorithm, the difference between them, the time used

for the experiment, the total number of passes, the number of passes

wherein all movements were zero-cost movements, the total number

of movements, the average number of conditional-jump PMOs per

basic block, the average number of out-going branches per basic
block, and the total number of conditional-jump PMOs.

Because, in our implementation of the KLITS algorithm, dyna-

mic variables were used to represent PMOs and basic blocks and

these variable were used very often, sometimes it was not possible

to allocate them, either because there was not enough free memory

or not a big enough contiguous free block of memory. For this
reason, some of the experiments stopped before the compaction
finished. The number of occurrences are showed below.

10 13 16 20 25
B2L212 None None None 3 stops 2 stops

Out of out of
60 60

B4L2 None None 2 Stops 3 Stops 4 stops
Out of Out of out of

60 60 60
B6L3 ***** None 5 Stops 7 Stops *****

Out of Out of
60 60

12. B nLm means the parameters of the basic blocks structure are
#MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL = n and #MAXBRANCH = m.
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6.2. Statistical significance of the experiments' results

6.2.1 Relationship between the population mean (p) and

the experiment mean (X)

The probability relation between the population mean and the
experiment mean can be expressed as follow:

<X < g+8)=1-a

where µ is the true population mean , X is the experiment

mean, and 1-a is the probability that the interval p. ±6 contains R. If

we can assume that population is normally distributed, it has been
shown that 8 = (aZ,02)/4; where n is the experiment size, a is the
population standard deviation, and Zan, is the two-tailed standard-
ized normal statistic [SHAN75].

Assuming that the population of pseudo-microprograms is

normally distributed on each set of #MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL,

#MAXBRANCH, #BLOCK; for a=0.05 (i.e. the probability that the
interval 4-8 contains X is 0.95) and n=60 (i.e. our number of pseudo-

microprograms), then

8 = 0.253034a = a/3.952023 = a/4.
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6.2.2 Relationship between the population variance (a 2
)

and the experiment variance (s2)

The relation between a 2 and s2 can be demonstrated by the

following probability statement below:

Pf(1-8 )a2 < s2 < (1 +6 )02}=1-a

where 6 is a number between 0 and 1 that expresses how close
the S2 are to be to the a 2. If the experiment size, n is large enough,

then
6 = Za/A1

n [SHAN75].
2

1

For a =0.05 and n=60, we can estimate that the experim e n t

variance (s2) is within ±36.0865% of the population variance (a2)

with probability of 0.95.

6.2.3 Statistical significance summary

The number of experiments performed for each set of

#MAXBLOCKPERLEVEL, #MAXBRANCH, and #BLOCK are enough so

that the experiment average is within the population mean ± one
quarter of the population standard deviation. The values of the
experiments statistical data and the estimated ranges of population

means and standard diviations are shown in appendix A.
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6.3. Discussion

6.3.1 Improved Compaction

In every experiment, before the KLITS algorithm is applied to

the pseudo-microprogram, list scheduling local compaction is used to

compact each basic block separately. The total number of pseudo-

microinstructions produced by the local compaction of each experi-

ment is recorded and compared to the result obtained from the
KLITS global compaction. The KLITS technique can almost always

(776 cases out of 780 cases or 99.487%) improve microprogram com-

paction from local compaction. The number of PMIs per PMP that

are reduced by the KLITS algorithm over the local compaction range

from 0 (4 cases out of 780 cases) to 14 (1 case out of 780 cases).

The frequencies of number of reduced PMIs, categorized by

number of basic blocks, are shown in Figure IV.3. Since the number

of experiments in each number of basic blocks are not the same, the

frequencies are presented as a percentage of the total number of
PMPs tested for that number of basic blocks.

From the graph in Figure IV.3, when the number of basic
blocks increases, the peak of each subgraph shifts to the right.

Therefore, when the PMP becomes bigger, we can expect that the

KLITS compaction algorithm reduces more PMIs from the local-com-

pacted form.
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Figure IV.3. Number of PMIs eliminated by KLITS over local

compaction
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In our experiments, about 20 - 70 percent (average of 47.5%)
of the basic blocks in each pseudo-microprogram generated contain

conditional-jump pseudo-microoperations. Since the KLITS algorithm

preserves the basic block structure, these conditional-jump PMOs are

not moved beyond their basic block boundaries. These numbers of
conditional-jump PMOs is a lower bound for the number of pseudo-
microinstructions in the compacted PMP. The PMIs which do not
contain conditional jump PMOs are candidates for elimination.

The improvement of the KLITS algorithm over local compaction
is also shown as the percentage of the number of total

PMIs that can possibly be reduced (i.e. the number of PMIs produced
by local compaction minus the number of conditional-jump PMOs).
The frequencies of percentage of PMIs reduced, catego-rized by
number of basic blocks, are shown in Figure IV.4. Again, due to the
different of number of experiments performed on each basic blocks
number, the frequencies are graphed as a percentage of the number
of experiments performed for that number of basic blocks.

From the graph in Figure IV.4, except for the PMPs which have
10 basic blocks, for each number of basic blocks, most of the PMPs

were improved over local compaction by the KLITS algorithm by

removing 15-20 % of the elimination candidates.
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6.3.2 Timing

For each experiment, the time that it started and the time that
it ended were marked and the difference between them was used as
the compaction time for that experiment. The compaction time of
each experiment (780 experiments) plotted against the number of
PMOs is shown in Figure IV.5(a). The average compaction time of
each number of PMOs is shown in Figure IV.5(b).

There is a special case that occurred during our experiments.
The compaction time for on PMP with 63 PMOs was very long
(125019 seconds or approximately 34.727 hours). From the other
data form this experiment, we speculate that the reason for this

extra long compaction time might be that the movement of PMOA

produced a positive cost: x, then later PMOB movement produced a
negative cost: -x, when that pass was ended, the revised moving
sequence ended at PMOB . In the next pass, PMOB was moved with

cost x; then PMOA was moved with the cost of -x. The total cost of
this pass was 0. This situation repeated again and again since the
total cost at the end of each pass was not worse than the cost that it
started with. When a PMO was moved from a basic block to another

basic block, we did not actually "move" it. Rather, we marked the
PMO in the "from" basic block as inactive; then we created a new

PMO which had attributes identical to the old one except the name

(since each PMO must have a unique name). In our implementation

of a PMO, the integer data type was used to represent the name of a
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PMO, and when a PMO was created the new name was given to it by

adding one to the last "name" used. In Turbo Pascal, the largest
integer is 32767; if 1 is added to this number the result will be -

32768 since Turbo Pascal does not detect integer overflow. If 1 is

added to this number 32769 more times, the result will become
positive again. Then, we have duplicate PMO names. This condition

caused the process to stop (after a very long time). A method that

can prevent the wasteful long time will be discussed in the next
section.

The graph in Figure IV.6. suggests that the compaction time
growth may be a little faster than linear in the range below 120

PMOs and slower than an exponential function (if it is an exponential

function, it must have a very small exponent).

7. Summary and conclusions

7.1. Summary

The technique used in the KLITS algorithm is similar to a tech-

nique microprogrammers use to compact microprograms by hand,

moving microoperations "when such motion appears to improve com-

paction" [FISH81]. In contrast, the KLITS algorithm allows move-

ments that may initially lengthen a microprogram, if the overall

sequence of movements will improve the compaction.
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Unlike trace scheduling, the KLITS algorithm compacts a micro-

program without altering the topology of the original microprogram.

The KLITS algorithm can also accommodate other cost functions; this

fact makes the algorithm useful for use in reducing any selected

properties of a microprogram without changing the algorithm itself.

The KLITS algorithm has been tried on two microprograms

from previously published papers. The compacted microprograms

produced by the KLITS algorithm were better than the results pro-

duced by tree compaction, and as good as or better than the results

produced by trace scheduling and Rao's algorithm.

To further study the behavior of the KLITS algorithm, we
implemented the algorithm and tested it on model of microprograms

called pseudo-microprograms. The pseudo-microprograms, that

were used in our experiments, were adapted from the models that

had been developed and used by Fisher [FISH79] to study his local

compaction technique: list scheduling.

Pseudo-microprograms have been generated in different topo-
logical structures and sizes. They were first compacted by list

scheduling local compaction and the number of PMIs were record for

later comparison. Then they were compacted by the KLITS algorithm

with the total number of PMIs as the cost function. The most

obvious method for calculating the cost: recompacting the basic

blocks from which microoperations were moved and the basic blocks

to which they were moved, was chosen for our experiments. The
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total number of PMIs after KLITS compaction were compared with

the total number of PMIs after list scheduling local compaction. The

results from the experiments showed that the KLITS algorithm
almost always (99.487% of cases) improves upon local compaction

and the number of (pseudo) microinstructions reduced by the KLITS

algorithm increases when the size of (pseudo) microprograms in-
crease.

Another aspect of the KLITS algorithm that we are interested
in is the time the algorithm needs for compacting a microprogram.

From these values, we believe that the compaction time of the KLITS

algorithm grows not much faster than linear with the size of the
microprogram in the range of sizes tested; if it is exponential, the
coefficient is small.

7.2. Future work

The moving rules that are used in KLITS are the conditions for
moving microoperations across basic block boundaries without

altering the topological structure nor changing the semantics of the
original microprogram. However, it would be possible to add moving

rules to allow moving a microoperation while preserving the seman-

tics of the microprogram, and causing only a minor change of the
topological structure of the microprogram. An example of this type

of movement is moving a conditional-jump microoperation Ra.
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A conditional-jump microoperation can be moved ILE when it is

the only microoperation left in the basic block and the other condi-

tions are the same as moving an ordinary microoperation up. After

the conditional-jump MO is moved up, the basic block is now empty

(since the conditional-jump MO must be the only MO in the basic
block); the basic block is deleted from the microprogram. Each

predecessor basic block now has a conditional jump MO which jumps

to the successor basic blocks of the deleted basic block. Hence, the

topological structure of the microprogram is slightly changed. If the

conditional-jump MO (and its copies) can be put into an already-
existing MI of each of its new resident basic blocks, the number of

MIs is reduced. Hence, the cost of the microprogram decreases.

This type of movement may improve the compaction and,
although it alters the topological structure of the microprogram, the

users have the ability to control the change of the topological

structure by altering the cost evaluation, and to decide if the move-
ment is worthwhile.

In our experiments, our cost of a (pseudo) microprogram is the

number of total number of microinstructions. This cost (i.e. the

number of microinstructions) is calculated by using list scheduling to

compact (or recompact) basic blocks. When a microoperation is

moved across basic block boundaries, both the basic block(s) from

which the MO is moved and the basic block(s) to which it is moved

are recompacted. This recompaction of several basic blocks,

however, may not be necessary. If a heuristic function which can
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estimate the cost of the microprogram (i.e. the total number of micro-

instructions) can be derived, the compaction may work faster.

Although recompaction of basic blocks gives the "actual" cost of

the microprogram, this cost does not reflect the interaction of its
movement with movement of other microoperations (e.g. preventing

some microoperations from moving). And, several microoperations

may have the same cost by this method. A cost function that takes

into consideration the effect of the microoperation movement on the

movement of other microoperations may improve the compaction.

Also, a method for breaking a tie is needed.

The KLITS algorithm is not limited to any particular cost func-

tion. For any properties of the microprogram are that of interest, the

users can select appropriate cost functions to achieve their goals.

Some cost functions other than the one that was used in our experi-

ments, should also be tested. Also, several cost functions can be

combined to form a cost function that measures several properties at

the same time. For example, a cost function that measures the total

number of microinstructions can be combined with a cost function

that measures the number of microinstructions in the major trace so

that both properties are monitored. Weighted values may be used to

designate one measure for the primary goal and another measure for

a secondary goal.

In the previous section, a special case of extra long compaction

time was discussed. This long compaction was cause by repeated
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occurrence of total-zero-cost passes. One of the method that can
prevent this problem is limiting the number of consecutive total-
zero-cost passes. Another method is limiting the total number of
passes. We can estimate the lower bound of the number of microin-

structions, 1, as the total number of microoperations, n, divided by

the maximum number of microoperations per microinstruction (the

real minimum is much higher than this value). If each pass of the
KLITS algorithm reduces at least one microinstruction, to reduce the

microprogram down to 1 microinstructions, the algorithm should use

no more than n-1 passes. So, we can limit the number of passes to a

number on the order of n.

In our experiments, as was discussed before, some experiments

stopped before the compaction finished. To eliminate this problem,

we may change our implementation of the algorithm to actually

move microoperations from basic blocks to basic blocks, not just
change the status of "from" microoperations to inactive and then

keep creating new microoperations to add them into "to" basic blocks.

The implementation would reduce the need for memory allocation

since much less new PMOs would be created.

7.3. Conclusions

The KLITS algorithm developed in Part II was implemented

and tested on example microprograms from previously published

papers and on model of microprograms, called pseudo-micropro-

grams, developed in this paper. The results of the KLITS algorithm
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on the example microprograms were at least as good as the results

from previous global compaction techniques tested in those papers.

The results from applying the KLITS algorithm on pseudo-

microprograms shows that the algorithm improves upon local com-

paction alone. As the number of basic blocks in a pseudo-micropro-

gram increases, the pseudo-microprogram compacted by the KLITS

algorithm increasingly becomes more compact than one that com-

pacted by local compaction. From the experiments, we can expect

that, on the average, the KLITS algorithm will reduce a microprogram

15-20 % better than local compaction alone.

The data from the experiments suggests that the time the algo-

rithm used to compact a microprogram grows slowly enough for the

algorithm to be used practically.

The KLITS algorithm is usable for compacting microprograms

with respect to a user-chosen measure of cost without altering the

algorithm itself while also retaining the original topological structure

of the microprograms.
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9. Appendix A.

For #BLOCK =10
B2L2 PMIs

Difference
Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 4.033 28.041 1.0367E+03
Sampling Max. 8.000 47.059 2.7100E+03
Sampling Var. 2.033 74.102 1.7751E+05
Sampling Std. 1.426 8.608 4.2131E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 1.783 10.768 5.2700E+02
Std. Lower Bound 1.222 7.379 3.6116E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 4.479 30.733 1.1684E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 3.587 25.349 9.0495E+02

B4L2 PMIs
Difference

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Sampling Avg. 3.250 22.394 9.0367E+02
Sampling Max. 6.000 46.154 2.1750E+03
Sampling Var. 2.292 102.784 1.1053E+05
Sampling Std. 1.514 10.138 3 .3247E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 1.894 12.681 4.1587E+02
Std. Lower Bound 1.298 8.691 2.8500E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 3.723 25.565 1.0076E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 2.777 19.224 7.9970E+02

For #BLOCK =13
B2L2 PMIs

Difference

Experiments Statistical Data

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Sampling Avg. 4.233 24.412 1.3827E+03
Sampling Max. 8.000 46.667 2.4580E+03
Sampling Var. 3.063 88.927 2.6099E+05
Sampling Std. 1.750 9.430 5.1087E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.189 11.796 6.3902E+02
Std. Lower Bound 1.500 8.084 4.3793E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 4.781 27.361 1.5425E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 3.686 21.463 1.2230E+03
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B4L2 PMIs
Difference

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 4.033 23.598 1.3392E+03
Sampling Max. 8.000 50.000 2.2040E+03
Sampling Var. 2.507 75.349 1.5314E+05
Sampling Std. 1.583 8.680 3.9133E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 1.981 10.858 4.8949E+02
Std. Lower Bound 1.357 7.441 3 .3546E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 4.528 26.313 1.4616E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 3.538 20.884 1.2169E+03

B6L3 PMIs
Difference

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 3.567 20.274 1.4026E+03
Sampling Max. 8.000 42.105 3.0180E+03
Sampling Var. 2.487 64.417 3.3021E+05
Sampling Std. 1.577 8.026 5 .7464E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 1.973 10.039 7.1 879E +02
Std. Lower Bound 1.352 6.880 4.9259E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 4.060 22.784 1.5823E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 3.074 17.764 1.2229E+03

For #BLOCK =16
B2L2 PMIs

Difference
Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 5.400 24.578 1.9548E+03
Sampling Max. 9.000 39.130 4.2880E+03
Sampling Var. 2.854 44.064 5.0190E+05
Sampling Std. 1.689 6.638 7.0845E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.113 8.303 8.8616E+02
Std. Lower Bound 1.448 5.690 6.0729E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 5.928 26.653 2.1764E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 4.872 22.502 1.7333E+03
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B4L2 PMIs
Difference

Experiments Statistical Data

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Sampling Avg. 4.217 20.590 1.8995E+03
Sampling Max. 10.000 40.000 4.0630E+03
Sampling Var. 3.291 61.332 5.7930E+05
Sampling Std. 1.814 7.831 7.6111E+02
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.269 9.796 9.5204E+02
Std. Lower Bound 1.555 6.713 6.5244E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 4.784 23.039 2.1375E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 3.649 18.141 1.6614E+03

B6L3 PMIs
Difference

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 3.450 17.009 3.7177E+03
Sampling Max. 9.000 33.333 1.2502E+05
Sampling Var. 2.591 55.135 2.5417E+08
Sampling Std. 1.610 7.425 1.5943E+04
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.013 9.288 1.9942E+04
Std. Lower Bound 1.380 6.365 1.3666E+04
Avg. Upper Bound 3.953 19.331 8.7031E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 2.947 14.687 -1.2678E+03

For #BLOCK =20
B2L2 PMIs

Difference
Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 5.867 20.958 2.7802E+03
Sampling Max. 12.000 38.710 7.7470E+03
Sampling Var. 5.406 56.533 1.4005E+06
Sampling Std. 2.325 7.519 1.1834E+03
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.908 9.405 1.4803E+03
Std. Lower Bound 1.993 6.445 1.0145E+03
Avg. Upper Bound 6.594 23.309 3.1502E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 5.140 18.607 2.4101E+03
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B4L2 PMIs
Difference

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 4.883 18.358 2.7945E+03
Sampling Max. 9.000 36.000 7.5890E+03
Sampling Var. 3.529 40.396 1.3254E+06
Sampling Std. 1.878 6.356 1.1512E +03
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.350 7.950 1.4400E+03
Std. Lower Bound 1.610 5.448 9.8687E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 5.471 20.345 3.1545E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 4.296 16.370 2.4345E+03

B6L3 PMIs
Difference

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 4.150 17.266 2.3666E+03
Sampling Max. 9.000 33.333 5 .4360E+03
Sampling Var. 2.401 38.540 1.0635E+06
Sampling Std. 1.549 6.208 1.0313E+03
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 1.938 7.765 1.2900E+03
Std. Lower Bound 1.328 5.322 8.8402E+02
Avg. Upper Bound 4.635 19.208 2.6890E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 3.665 15.325 2.0441E+03

For #BLOCK =25
B2L2 PMIs

Difference
Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Experiments Statistical Data
Sampling Avg. 6.600 19.294 4.1332E+03
Sampling Max. 14.000 35.000 8.8060E+03
Sampling Var. 5.193 33.559 2.7448E+06
Sampling Std. 2.279 5.793 1.6568E+03
Estimated Population Statistical Data (95% Confidence Range)
Std. Upper Bound 2.851 7.246 2.0723E+03
Std. Lower Bound 1.953 4.966 1.4202E+03
Avg. Upper Bound 7.313 21.106 4.6513E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 5.887 17.483 3.6151E+03
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B4L2 PMIs
Difference

Experiments Statistical Data

Percentage
of Possible
Eliminated

PMIs

Compaction
Time

(Seconds)

Sampling Avg. 5.450 16.084 3.4418E+03
Sampling Max. 10.000 30.769 9.8190E+03
Sampling Var. 3.777 33.379 2.3331E+06
Sampling Std. 1.943 5.777 1.5274E+03
Estimated Population Statistical
Std. Upper Bound 2.431

Data (95%
7.227

Confidence Range)
1.9106E+03

Std. Lower Bound 1.666 4.953 1.3094E+03
Avg. Upper Bound 6.058 17.890 3.9194E+03
Avg. Lower Bound 4.842 14.277 2.9641E+03
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